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ANOTHER NEW





PA.DUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MORNING, JUNE 21, 1905.
Mary E. Rogers yesterday filed
Divoree From Bed and Board. !RINKLIFF ELECTED PRESIDENT
s)teiti for divorce from bed ant.1 board
against her husband, John H. Rog-
ers, on the ground that he has aban-
domed her and makes no provision
for support of herself and daughter.
Effie- Rogers'. Plaintiff and. defend-
ant were married in 1886. The wife
asks for possession of the daughter,
and also $1,500 alimony.
Liceniaci to idatry.
THEY ARE AFTER MOBILE, .3, the following colored, couple: John
The clerk issdod a marriage license
JACKSON AND K. C. ROAD Davis, aged 22, of Hopkinsville, andJosie Wilson, aged 21, of Prince-
' ton.
'THINKING OF EXTENDING IT
TO JOPPA, TWELVE MILES
BELOW HERE ON
THE OHIO. STREET WORK
Watchman Boone and Family To
THERE WILL NOT BE ANY






Own Mobile, Ala. bring news of an
important nenre to this city, regard-
ing a new railroad, but the informa-
. lion does not specify whether the
road will coma directly through this
city or close by, in making i:s connec-
tion with the -Chicago and Eastern
Ilhaois which has Its terminal at
ioPtia Ill., twelve miles below this
cay on the Ohio river. The ,tele•
slaw of yesterday was as follows
• 'It was mated here today on au-
thority apparenely.• reliable that the
Frisco interests will secure control of
the Mobile, Jaeksore and Kansas City
railroad. According to this authority
the Frisco has arranged to secure
control of a majority of the stock,
. but the name of the company will not
be changed. The constitution of
Mississippi prohilsa s one railroad
from buying another without the con-
t of the legialatraire•and until the
assent of the _regislettrre is securel
The name can nut be changed. The
Frisco, it is also, said, will extend Olt
Mobile, Jackson and Kansas City to
the Ohio river where it will connect
with the Chicago and Eastern Illinois
line, a Frisco property forming II--
ether through tine to the gulf. The
Frisco line into New Orleans will
aconite-et with the. Mobile, Jackson and
Kansas City. The executive officers
of the Rock Island and the Frisco
recently completed a tour of the Mo-
bile, Jackson and Kansas City."
Family Better.
Watchman Boone, of the Tennessee
river bodge for the I. C. railroad, and
.his wife and child are able to be up
at the railroad hospital, and will re-
turn to their • home in Gilbertsvillt
tomorrow or next day. They have
about recovered from the injuries
caused by the freight brain striking
them while they were riding across
• the bridge on a raileoad velocipede.
Doing All Right
The man Henderson is doing all
right at the hospital, but it will be a
week or two yet before he is able to
leave his bed. He was knocked down
by a string of moving cars in the
local yards and seriously injured on
the head.
ASKED DELAY IN ILLINOIS
SUPREME COURT SCANDAL.
Attorney Reaugh Seeks Time to An-
swer Disbarment Proceeding's.,_
Springfield, Ill., June X/ —State's
Attorney Richard Reaugh of Clayton
County appeared in apripgfield thi's
evening and entered a motion in
the supreme Court for time in which
to file an answer to the disbarment
proceedings commenced against him
as the result cif the recent scandal in
the court. -
Reaugh has been Bast and Mrs he
lcnew nothing of the proceedings
against him ontil he readied Illinois
He declares he will be able to clear
himself of the charges ,anci said that
his negotiations with Bradford had
been actuated by a desire to assist
in uncovering the leak in the supreme
court, which had resulted in decisions
Icing given out in advance.
MOTHER TAKES BLAME
AND SHIELDS SON.
Sensational Scene in the
BoonvtlléTJ
Boonville, Ind., June
Vilerva Williams created a sensation
at the trial of her son Andrew, to-
day, declaring she shot Marshal Wil-
liams. Andrew swore likewise.
' 40re't
Trial at
When streets are reconstineted in
the bosiniese part of the city the con-
crete sidewalks are made twelve feet
wide.
Vs'aehington between First and
Second is to be reconstructed. It is
in the wholesale and commission dis-
trict. If concrete pavements arc put
down on both sides of the street
the wagon,. in hauling woods ft)
and from the houses, will have to
dr; vq up to the curb and unload the
articles Mach are Olen carried across
the sidewalk. Wagons are not per-
mitted to drive on concrete pave-
ments, first, became the heavy ve-
hicles and loads wouid ruin the con-
crete. and second, because. it is
amino the law to drive on the side-
walks, except in passing into an al-
ley. Now the people owning the
buildings down in that block, want
the concrete pavements done away
with and where the walks would run
they went brick of the same kind
used in the street, so that wagons
can back up to the doors.
Tuesday night when the conmuittee
met, it was decided to biula the 11eW
street as the 'meechants and property
owners wanted it, provided the own-
ers would sign a binding document,
agreeing to pay for all the cost of
pitting dOwn the twelve feet of bride
that will lay sohere the pavements
trettally go, and then pay for one-
half the brick 'work in the jI
the street. They readily agreeirig
this. the eity engineer was directed
to draw his plans calling for !nrch an
improvement, while the necessary or-
dinance was ordered brought in for
adoption.
By getting the iron-bolind agree-
ment signed by the property own-
ers, the city can stand no chance of
losing in case a law suit arises, as
whet'. Woahington was graveled from
First street' down the levee to river's
edge. At that time gravel wee placed
where sidewalks !should eon. and the
e owners refused to pay for
rerrntipirovement which the courts
decided the city had to pay for, be-
came the municipality had no right
to make an abutting property owner
pay for a graveled istteet where the
law requires a leideveallo only shall he
run.
The ssommittee Tuesday night also
decided to make the concrete pave-
on First between Broadway
and Wo•hitneton eight feet in width
wnlyloth sides of the street. The or)
picot i•ott,%-iiraatirn.• recontetruction of
pavements ottattor °el; oat crete
wide, but the committee deti
add two more feet to this end
it eight
et





Concrete Pavements Must Be Eight
Feet Wide on First From Broad-
way to Washington.
Tuesday night the joint ordinance
and street cusearetta-e from the coun-
crt and aldermanic boards, held a
meeting and decided CO let the brick
etrest run from building to building
on Washington between First and
Second streets, when this improve-
ment is 1112 dc. This change waS
made at the request of the parties
owning property there, they avec-
brick street extending over where Ew mANAGERm, to pay for all that part of the
the concrete sidewalks would go.
-
OF BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
,
THE BOARD ISSUES STRINGE NT ORDERS TO KEEP STREET.;
AND SIDEWALKS CLEAR 0 F OBSTRUCTIONS---ADOPf
NEW RULE AUTHORIZING PRESIDENT TO ACT FOit
r.f) ... P.!") BETWEEN MEETIN GS—BRIDGES GETS CONTRaC'2
FOR CONCRETE CULVERT.
The first business yesterday after- The bridge is to be taken down and
mem (tiring the meeting of the culvert placed, and the bids showed
board of public works, was to elect '• hat Contractor Bridges agreed to do
a president to the vacancy caused by ;the work for $4,767. This includes:
the Designation of Mr. Ed P. Noble,' construction of the concrete culvert,
who became disqualified when he and building of the earthen till that
moved outside ,the city limits. Sec- will 1'1111 from where the street ends
retary Wilhelm nominated Mr. John on both sides the creek, sight up to
G. Rincliffe, who was unanimously the culrert side. A majority of the
elected. Mr. Rinkliffe is the oldest board decided to let -the contract go
member upon the board and well to Bridges, with the understanding
qualified to fill the position, and that the city can, if it so desires,
though he will retire from the construct the fill and deduct the cos;
board within the next sixty days, on of same, from the total figure
account of the duties interfering with t Oridges is to get for the improve-
his business, the two democratic Runt inasmuch as the fill is included
members felt the honor due him. in the above mentioned figures, and
The board adopted a new rule yes- the contractor will be relieved of just
terday in order to facilitate matters that much if the city does build it.
and to have Vs orders carried out The price is $t.000 more than the
promptly by authorizing the presi• lowest bid last October which was
dent to act for the entire body in lrejected by the old board on ac-
cost's of emergency, during the period count of the price being too high.
intervening between the meetings of Messrs. Rinkliffe and Taylor favor.xd
the members. The board transacts
its business, gives its orders, etc:, dur-
ing their weekly sessions, but in be-
tween timesamany matters come up
needing immediate attention. For
those of an emergency nature, the
president was given authority to act
and order as he deemed best, until
the next gathering, when his action
can then be confirmed. This will
obviate the necessity of every mem-
ber being consulted when there comes
up any unimportant question demand-
ing quick attention.
The board yesterday afternoon
opened the bids to construct the
concrete culvert that will be laid
where the last wooden bridge now
spans Cross creek on Caldwell street.
letting the contract on account of
the advance in cement ,while Mem-
ber Wilhelm voted against letting the
contract, and favoring the city doing
,'he work itself, or at least to first
find out what it would cost the city
to do the work with its own men.
The independent telephone com-
pany was directed to move a pole it
set Mit on the sidewalk at Seventh
and Harrison streets, and put it back
to the property line.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott's
request for permission to buy a new
pair of mules, was held up for the
time being.
The inspector was allowed to buy






The Plans For the New Poor Farm
Buildings Are About C,omplete-o-
Tobacco Office Moved Back Here.
Manager Frank Murphy of The
Palmer hotel, is preparing to leave
for the North where he will be gone
for an indefinite period on account of
the bad health of his wife, who is
vow at the lakes with her son for
the summer. Mr. Murphy goes up
to be with them, and during his ab-
sence the hostelry will be managed
,by Mr. F. Schaeffer, who arrived yes-
-terday from the Windy City, and is
now in charge. The latter is a first
class hotel man, having been con-
nected with the Auditorium Annex
and Great Northern hostelries of
Chicago.
Poor House Plans.
judge Lightfoot yesterday an-




county poor farm building, and that
bids would be called for from the
contractors immediately. The prop-
ositions will be opened about the
last of next week and contract
awarded,
Moved Main Office Back.
Mr. Oscar Hank, buyer In this sec-
tion for the American Snuff corn-
cony, has moved back here frorn
Mayfield his main office, but still
tnaintains a branch down there. He
tnirchases tobacco for this company
to make snuff from
Settlement Suit
Lawyers Cricc and Ross yesterday
filed suit in the circuit court for E.
P. Weaks against the heirs of the
late William and John Weaks in
which it is asked that there be sold
the wholesale building at Second and
Washington streets, and two lots
near Tenth and Monroe streets. It
is a friendly action for the settlement
of the estate of the Weaks brothers.
Atte property being sold so the pro-
ceeds can be divided among the heirs
el' the deceased brothers. The prop-






This Evening Prof. Patty Delivers
Float of His Celebrated
Scientific Lectures.
ISTFAt.
VOL t, NO. 42
Women's Federation.
Wickliffe, passed through
Mesdames Jacob Corbett and J.
Cooke, of 
 couRT. BRouGHT
the city yies4rday for Mt Sterling,;
Ky., to 'attend the meeting of the;
Kentucky Fedex-mien of Women's;
clubs which convened there yester-; •
day.----Mosto -Hai- S. Ceirtxter---fs&
delegate for the Magazine club of JUDGE REED DISMISSED. BEN-this city but is unable to attend. ;





people enjoyed a deligesoul beano;
party on the river last evening. They 
:READY NOW FOR NEXThad tlunch on the sand bar.
—The aldermen 'hold their




The inclernerrcy of the weather
sesberday and last evening prevented
the usual large crowd aetending the
chautauqua at Wallaoe Park, but de-
spite this fact audiences unusually
fair-sited, considering the conditions,
were prevent and they hugely en-
joyed all the features that were upon
the elevating and beneficial standard
cflarct.eeiting all the attractions of
(he Tair. The lecture yesterday
attenroon by Mr. Lamar was at-
tend by quite a number of old
soldiers his theme being 'Dixie Be-
fore -The War."
Probabilities are that this evening
one of the largest crowds of the
season will he out, as Prof. Patty de-
livers the first of his scientific lec-
tures on "Liquid Air and Wireless
Telegraphy." The _program for today_t
0
. Thursday, June am.
R:3o Children's Athletic's 
  Prof. U. G. Fletcher.
9:3o Lecture, "Facts Of Spiritual-
ism As Science Has Demonstrated
Them" Dr. Stanley L. Krebs.
10:30 Health Lecture 
 Prof. U. G.- Fletcher.
2:00 "Oliver Twist" 
 Mr. William S. Batik.
4:00 Letture-Recital, "Dr. Henry
Van Dyke" Miss Hemenway.
7:30 Concert.
fl:oo Scientific Lecture, "Liquid Air
and Wireless Telegi-aphy" 
Prof. W. B. Patty.
Boarders Fined.
Dock West and Paul Hill were
resterday fined $5 each by justice
Emery on the charge of beating a
hoard bill they owed Propietor Ed-
ward Levese of the Iieveau hotel at
Third ntwl Jefferson streets.
One Deed Filed.
A. L. Wilson has sold to J. D.
O'Brien, for $T, and other considers-
ilkinS, property ode in the county.
The deed was lodged yeaterttay for
-record wit% the county clerk
fl
NUMBER PARTICIPATE IN







Miss Emma Furnan and Mr. R. Irvin
Went to Cairo Where They
Were Married.
Last evening a large crowd en
joyed the dance given at Wallace
park pavilion by the ladies of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen.
Charming Evening.
Miss Lyda Garrett entertained a
member of friends Saturday evening
with a charming musicale at the resi-
dence of Mrs Joseph Perter on Mon-
roe near Eleventh street.
Dance for Visitors.
Tbe younger society crowd will to-
morrow evening give a dance at the
Wallace traria pavilion, compliment-
ary to the visiting young ladies in
the city.
Th list is now at the R. W.Walker
drug store at Filth and Broadway.
Delightful Affair.
The St. Mary academy at Fifth and
Monroe streets, yestedatty afternoon
conductevl its exercises_incidential to
dosing of the institution for this
scholastic term. The entertainment
roome of the building were crowded
with several hundred people who
were chatnred with the excellent pro-
gram rendered by the scholars. The
late people, by their charming pre-




Last evening Miss Dora Gardner
and Mr. Spolwood Ledford were
unitted in men-lege about 8:30 o'clock
by Justice Bleich, the ceremony be-
ing performed while the 000ple sat
in a buggy in front of the magis-
trate's home on Cleric street.
The bride resided in this thy at
Fourth and WasOington streets for a
number of years, and long since was
connected with the Charles Freder-
ick sewing machine agency. The
groom is a wel lanown young plumb-
eraef-the-ritya
Big Fish Fry.
Yesterday Dr. Holland and wife,
Mr. a C. Reeves and wile, Deputy
Sheriff Clark Fortson anel wife, and
a number of other, of the county,
enjoyed a big fish fry down on Me-
tropolis lake where a jolly day wa-s
spent. The' party caught many of
the finny tribe That were cooked-a
the hake and -greatly relished.
Writing a Novel.
An "on dlit" is theft a retired news-
paper man, of this city, is new
busily engaged in writing a novel,
the title of Which will be "Madame
Thy Daughter" It promise's to be
a racy story of life which is said to
be true to some natures at least, and
will be interestng for the fact inti-
mated.
Married at Cairo.
Mliss Enonia Fortran and Mr. R.
Irvin, of this city, went to Cairo yes-
Itierday Where they were married. The
hoick is the attractive daughter of
Capt. Monte Funeran, of Mochanioe-
,burg, and quite a popular young
lady. while the groom is conductor




HARRIS CASE TO REFEREE
BAGBY.
Carl Poat Filed Suit Against Father
and Younkers for Taking His
Wife From Him.
hake Reed returned yesterday
from- Benton where he brought the
circuit court to a close by discharg-
ing the grand jury , which turned in a
hatch of indictments, but none of
them were of unusual inwort,uice.
The judge us nowiltready for the
special siession of criminal court that
hold -here next week, commenc-




Referee Bagby yesterday received
an order from Judge A. M. J. Coch-
ran of Mafield, Ky., directing that
the Will Harris & Co., bankruptcy
proceeding, from Murray, be reopen-
ed by the referee, if the latter deems
advisable, and another hearing given.
Harris & Co., filed their petition
which was adjudicated by the referee
and case closed, when the bankrupts
and Careon-Piri-Scott & Co., filed a
petition for a rehearing before Judge
Codwan, who is United State, judge
for Eeastern Kentucky. and who is
looking after western Kentucky busi-
ness for the regular judge. Walter
Evans of Louisville. who has gone
to Europe. The alowance of the
Vaal claim of the Carter Dry
Goods Co., was the main reason for
having the matter brought up again.
The referee yesterday said he had
not yet decided whether to reopen
th matder or mo.
Sues Father and Another.
Carl Poet yesterday filed suit In
the circuit court for $20,000 damages
against his fade% Anthony Poat,
and his father-in-law, John Yotmk-
ers, on the ground that they agneated
the affection, of his wife and took
her away from him.
Carl Poet married Rosa Younker@
June title Iwo and claims that
Abort!), thereafter his father and
her father got 'her away from him.
and now refuses to kt them reside
together. The son filed suit once
before, but the matter was settled
and withdrawn, but now tre fries It
again.
Lunatic Taken Away.
A colored attendant of Hopkins-
vile asylum cause here for the old
rregro barber Wilson and took him
to the institution. The 'daddy has
been in the county jail here for
some days and is sadly unbalanced
mentally. Nobody has yet come for
Virgil Eggestor. colored, who is
charged with lunacy. Under the new
law the asylum *ends after crazy
people, while heretofore the county
to bake thealuna-
tics to the asylum, the expenses com-
ing out of the public treasury.
Action Withdrawn.
Yesterday, in the court of jositce
Charier. Emery, E. E. Lynn with-
drew the suit hie had filed against
Rev. W. W. 'Armstrong for $25
Lyon claimed he examined a horse
to see if it was sound, and the min-
ister agreed to give him $25 if it
was !sold for a certain price. The
beast was dispoeed of, and Lynn
then filed suit on the ground that
'the preacher would not pay him, but
now the litigation is witifsdiraven.
Sued On Account.
H. and L. Chaste Bag company
filed suit for $25o against the South-
ern Peanut company. This amount
is daimed for bagel that plaintiff fur-
nished defendant March 6th, too6
Sued For Damages.
G. W .Knigeht instituted stilt for
$2,225 damages against the 'Paducah
Box and Basket factory. Knight
claims that May tRth, tgoa, . while
workig aeound defective reraelinerv
st the plant his hand was caught and




MR. MOSES BLOOM CONTIN-
UES IN UNCHANGED
CONDITION.
Mr. William Aday's Foot is in Ser-
ious Condition at the Hospital
—Other Ailing People.
The friends of MT. Moses Bloom
wild regret to learn that he remains
about the same at the home of his
daughter in St. LoLuis, Mrs. Blanche
Einstein, and Shows no symptoms of
impncreing. • H•e-eannot wahie and is
not able to be brought homie, yet it
is a source of gratification to know
that he does not get worse. He
was stricken with paralysis while at
his daughter's home last Thanksgiv-
ing day, and •has had to remain there
since.
Still at Hospital.
MT. William Adby is still confined
at the Riverside hospital and al-
though his foot is in quite a seriou
condition, still • is believed amputa-
tion of the affected toe will prevent
blood poison from spreading further.
He jerked an ingrowing nail out of
.his toe an dthis produced blood pois-
on.
Lady Moved.
Mrs. Dr. R. L. Clank was yesterday
moved from Riverside hospital ;n
Nance's ambulance, to her home at
509 North Seventh street. She had
been operated on at the institution.
but recovered sufficiently to be
moved.
Ailing People.
Mrs. Joe A. Miller, wife of the cir-
cuit clerk, is confined with fever at
their home on South ,Sixth street.
Mr. Jack Butler the grocer, is sick
at his home on South Sixth street.
COMPANY IS FINED $410,000
International Harvester Concern Ad-
mits Breach of Trust Law.
Chicago, June 20.—The suns of
$2onoo and $5.000 costs is the fine
the Inbernational Harvester corns
pany will have to pay to the state of
Arkansas for violating the antitrust
law. After a long conference last
Monday Attorney General Rogers of
)scaskanisaa and the officials of the
Harvester concern came to this
agreement. which is considered ars a
compromise.
The. company readily admitted that
law by allowing in its agency papers
k had violated, the Arkansas trust
a clause which barred the handling
of agricultural implirniersts by other
firma.
PREDICTS ANTIFOREIGN WAR
Russian General Says China Is Pre-
paring to Stop Interference.
Victcrria. B. C.. June 20—General
Dessimo. a noted Russian military
officer who was stationed at Shang-
hai in chargo of the Russian intelli-
gence bureau during *he war, arrived
here today. He said. he expected an-
other Chinese onthroak before long.
not so much a rising similar to the
"boxer" rebellion as a general patri-
otic movement to free China from
foreign restrictions.
Within title last two years there
have been grimily. movement% to
secure China for the Chinese with-
out foreign inberference nod befone
he left Shanghai, be says, this move-
ment was assamiing an alarming
phase.
Tenn.—Sn-c;a1 excersion
laeves at 8:25 a. m., Sunday June 24th,
19E4. Arrives Nashville 2:20 p. m.
same date. Ticker.* are good return-
irg only on special train leaving
Nashville 9:00 p. m. Monday, June
















BUTLER JONES WAS FINED
$2o AND PUT UNDER
$aoo BOND.
Quartet of Gamblers Fined $20 and
Costs in Police Court
Yesterday.
In the police court yesterday
morniag Judge Sanders fined Butler
Jones $20 and costs and put ;him
under $200 bond, which he will have
to pay if be abuses his wife and fam-
ily .again inaide of- -twelve, inClith4..-
Willirt Roberts, the policeman
was fixed $5 for using some strong
language towards Of Ernest
Hill.
Elfla oeves was fined $5 and costs
for a breach of the peace, while a
similar charge against Terry Tucker
was left open, and that against Will
Parker and Dave Scruggs continued
until today.
Premier Campbell was iiiied $5
and costs for fast driving on the
streets.
Yohn Breckenridge, Ruby Tyree
Will Stanford and Bob Stith were
each fined Sao and costs on the
charge of gambling on Legal Row.
Louis Ronda, colored, was given
another continuance until tomorrow
of the warrant charging him with
selling liquor without a license.
SHIRTS CAMPAIGN FACTOR.
Farmers' Paver Makes Length of
Garment Kansas Issue.
Topeka, Kas., Julie 2o.—The length
of a shirt is to be an issue in the
Kansas caorpaign this year. A farm
paper is leading a movement to or-
ganize farmers into unions. The
argurtnrent advanced is that if every
sihirt was made one inch longer the
added cloth would consume the en-
tire gurplus of cotton. Farmers are
urged to organize and stand for this
de mod .
Chairmen of the Democratic and
Republican state committees declared
today that if this remedy was re-
versed to equalise matters in case of
an extreme shortage in the cotton
crop it night beccxne embarrassing.
Sairxmicleeper—'Little girl, what
is it? I don't sell liquor to chil-
dren."
Little Giri--"Have you any of this
goodi-natured alcohol? I want some
of it for papa "—Chicago Tribune.
Notice of Sale
Having been selected trustee of the
Shoffner-Hayes Medicine, company, of
Paducah, Kentucky, by a vote of
more than two-thuds of the stock
holders of said corporation, for the
prrpose of winding up and settling
the business of said corporation, I as
such trustee will on the 9th day of
'gob, between the hours of to
a. m. and p. m., at the place of
business' of said corporation on the
corner of 7th and Broadway streets,
Paducah, Kentucky, offer for sale to
the highest and hest bidder for cash
as follows:—
All of the formulas of said cor-
psration, which includes the formula
known as the Shoffner formula, and
formulas known as the Hayes
formulas and all trade marks be-
longing to each of said formulas;
also all machinery and fixtures
of every kind and description
used by said corporation in the mann-
factnre of its medicines; also all of
the stock, medicine, merchandise, and
p-inted matter of every kind and de-
scription belonging to said corpora-
tion; also the good will of said
corporation. This sale to embrace
and include all the assets of every
kind and description belonging to
said corporation, except book ac-
counts, notes, bills receivable, choses
iii action. etc.
I will first offer for sale the
formth known as the Shoftner for-
mula and the trade mark belong-
ing to it; I will then next offer
for wale the formulas lcoown as the
Hayes formulas, And the trade marks
belonging to same; I will then next
offer all the machinery and fixtures of
every kind and description used in
the manufacture of medicine by the
Shoffner-Hayes Medicine companas
and all medicine, merchandise,
p-inted matter, and all other ma-
terial of every kind and description
belonging to said corporation, includ-
ing the good will, except the afore-
said accounts, etc.
After making the aforesaid sales
separately, '.1 will then offer for sait.,
al the aforesaid formulas, trade
marks, medicines. fixtures, machinzry,
cc., above described as a whole, and
'a ill accept the highest and best
If the aforesaid sale shoulld fail
ts bring sufficient amount to pay
the liabilities of said corporation, I
will then offer for sale to the high-
cot and best bidder for rash, all the
book accounts, notes, and chose, in
acl'on belonging to sid corporation.
That "culldu pusun" from Boston,.
Rev. R. C. Ransom, who was forbid- I
den to address the negro students of
the Alabama Colored Normal school .
because he presented himself in a ,
state of drunkenness, has • entered
complaint against southern members
cf his race to the Boston Journal.
That paper, winds up a silly but in-
flamed editorial upon the subject with
the following:
"To treat a decent, man like an of-
iensive beast is an outrage, yet it is
almost insignificant when comparstd
with the attempt to blast a clergy-
inan's reputation by publishing lies as
to his personal character. That thes.
should come from a man of the min-
-Me-es- 0*n-rate-is' alt the Imre to -be
condemned. Evidently the northern
negro can place little reliance upon
his compatriot of the south."
The testimony of numerous credit-
able witnesses of Ransom's conduct
leads to the belief that he acted th.•
part of the "offensive beast" rather
than that of the 'decent man," conse-
quently the Journal's comments are
not pertinent to the occasion. But
the last sentence of the excerpt coot -
cal is fraught with extreme signifi-
cance.
"Evidently the northern negro can
place little reliance upon his compat•
riot of the south." Evidently he can-
not. The southern negro, like the
northern white man, declines longer
to approve the ridiculous and offen-
sive antics of the northern blacks.
Time was when the southern negro
believed his northern brother incap-
able of doing wrong. They listened
to the voice of blacks from the north
as devotees before an oracle. This
was during that period when northern
whites were dominated by ,a few
short-haired women and long-haired
men who sought and gained notoriety
by slandering a portion of their own
race that they might the better hum-
bug the world into a belief in their
superior humanity. Actual contact
with the subject matter of the hum-
bug has dissipated this influenece
among the northern men of intelli-
gence, and the fraud, deception and
many wrongs coming from northern
sources upon southern blacks have
brought them to their senses where
former gods are concerned. They
judge the negro by his acts, now not
according to the geographical loca-
tion of his home. If he acts the "of-
fensive beast," he is treated as such;
if he acts the "decent man" there is
never good cause for him to complair
of his reception and treatment by his
southern compatriots.
The troubie is inc nortnern negro
is more apt to be offensive than de-
cent. This is proven by the treat-
ment accorded him north as well as
south. Down here southern whites
force negro Ransom to respect the
law prescribed for common carriers,
hile southern blacks decline to rec-
ognize him as decent, %then he comes
among the pupils of an educational
institution reeling with whisky.
He was not "jumped" from cover
and made to scurry along streets and
byways at the instance of merry pis-
tol shots. Those who met him didn't
'take a crack" at him just to see him
run", as happened recently to his
northern compatriot, Brother Jeffer-
son., while doing a stunt through the
streets of New York.'
Jefferson, if we recall the Manhat-
tan incident correctly, was dislodged
by a policeman, who took a shot at
li um. lie bustled busily into Broad-
way, where a nice gentleman in an
automobile "opened up" on him with
a navy scx. Then, still doing the "hot
foot" act, he turned into a cross
street, where another cosmopolitan'
New Yorker" milimbered a gun" and
sent its contents red hot at the pass
ing Jefferson as others. Jefferson div-
ed into an avenue lading south, hop-
ing, no doubt, to reach Dixie; hut his
apearance was the signal for a man
on horseback to pump lead in his di
reetion with distressing rapidity.
"What is it?" asked a bystander of
another who had reached for his rear
vorket.
THE NORTHERN NEGRO 0E1 IRMO
YOUR CORINSPONDENCE




on the run," was the
And Jefferson found himself again
dodging lead.
All this about ten days ago in New
York, just about the time some south-
ern white men "persuaded" Ransom
to take a place of safety in another
car, and, perhaps, a day before the
southern colored men politely but
firmly led the drunken northern negro
from their educational institute and
shut the door in his face.
Suppose Ransom had been thus
thrust upon the streets of New York
what, in nature, would have occurred?
If the adventures of one Jefferson if.
considered, the reverend darkey from
tzsd,th'e tale.-
could have given his home paper a
thrilling account of a race against
bullets, showing that the "northern
negro can place little reliance upon
anybody on earth." He is simply not
entitled to it
NEGROES CAN USE ELKS' BUT-
TON.
Have Right to Adopt and Use Em-
blem of Any Secret Organiza-
tion Excluding Them from
Membership.
New York, June 20.—Negro so-
cieties may, if they (Isere, adopt and
use the emblem of any secret or-
gtanization which excludes them from
membership, according to a decision
rendered by the justices of the court
of special sessionts Tuesday. The de-
cision was Oren in the case of 01-
ridge Johnson, a negro employed, as
janitor in the Ludlow street jail.
who was arraigned on three separate
c'hjrges growing out of his wearing
button bearing the emble-m of the
Order of Elks. Johnston was dis-
charged.
The evidence produced against
Johnson went to show that the full
title of the white Elks' society is the
"Benevolent Protective Order of
Elks of the. United States," ar.4 that
the copyright button bore above the
Elks' antlers the letters "B. P. 0.
E."
The colored. society was I- n-xvir as
the "Imporvedt Benevolent ;•nd Pro-
tective Order of Elks of the World,"
and their button also bore the ant-
lers and above the mu the 'cotters "I.
B. P. 0. E. W.," only that the firit
and last letters, the "I." and the
"W." was left off the antlers, mak-
ing the letters seen "B. P. 0. E.,"
or the same as those on the white
society's but ton.
The decision of the court was
based on the ground that the white
society's constitution contains an im-
proper word, viz.' "White.' and they
held that the negro society could not
practice a deception. TN..., also de-
clams, that it waa now-h-re shown
that they willfully violatel an pro-
vixion of the ennsttrucon or by-laws
of the white order of Elks
OPPOSE REPEAL
LoolaviRe Liquor Dealer3 Favor :
O'clock Closing Ord:a:ince.
Louisville, June 20.—The
Liquor Dealers' Protectis t Associa-
tion at a meeting held today, adopted
resoltifons opposing the r -oeal of the
ordinance closing saloons at t a. iii.
It had been reported that certain
members of the general council would
favor repeal. The association directs




All tax payers Ace nerc:iy respect
fully remindee2 that the first hailf o
city taxes are now due.
Ten per rent oenalty is added to
all June bills remaining unpaid July
the first. We desire that you escape
this additional cost, and also the an
noyanee of waiting your turn in the
rush of the last few days. Therefore
we request you to kindly call at the
treasnrer'a office soon as possible.
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Time which is your time.
Underwood Typewriter Co.,
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MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURE&
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS, CAC-
I US, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be Yulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pairs .pow in ass. Our
enfaolpive Thousand pairs sold last year.
wino:10~7'10N: Made in all sixes. It is lively and eery riding, very durable and lined insideth special quality of rubber. which :WM becomes porous sod which closes up small punctureswithout •Ilovriug the air to escape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have only been pumped upouce or twice in • whole season. They weigh no more t has
an ordinary tire, the puncture resisting qualities being &us by severs, layers of thin, speciallyprepared fabric on the tread. That "Holding Hack" sesmennnionly felt when riding on asphaltat soft roads is overcome by the patent" Basket Willier WOW which prevents all air from beingsqueesed out between the tire and the road thus
of only hie per pair. All orders shipped same day letter
tires is giso per pair, but for advertising purposes we are
Is ved. We ship C 0.1) on approvaL
suction. The regular price of theme
especial factory price to the rider
You do not pay a cent until you have examined and strictly as represented.
PULL CASH WITH OIRDEr: and enclose this ad
We will allow • soak dismount of 5 per cent (thereby
t. We will also send one nickel
the price IDS fig per pen if you tend
plated brans hand pump and t .40 Sampson metal mindere closers on fell paid orders (these rnetalpuncture closers to be used in case of Intentional knitted, or heavy gashes). Tires to be returnedat Mat expense if for any retools they are not satisfactory on examination.
We are amity reliable and money sent to us is as safe as in • bank. Asylcouyo,i:irciePoor atmats:e4
Banker, or Pre4ght Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. It
theft tires, you will find that they will ride easier. run faster, wear better, last longer 11114.1 hogRIM than any tire you have ever used or seen at any price. We know that you will be so well pintoes!gest when you want • bicycle you will give us your order. We want you to send us small trial
Older at once, hence this remarkable tire offer.
bulit-nrwhisals, saddles pedals, parts •rid repaineleaulMSTER-119K4 p everything in the bicycle line are sold by us at half tsprima charged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big KEN DRY catalqvie.
but write us • postal today. DO NOT THINK OF BUYING''DO NOT W bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you kisow the new arg"
wonderful offers we are making It only costa a postal to learn everything Write it NOW. ,
DO NOT eurA BICYCLE f ro as.•t sea JIltueor on fro ,Vold oil teems, until you have received our complete Free Cats-logos* illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and low-grail,
ratelold patterns and latest modeLs, and learn of car remarkable LOW • •l and wonderful newsagent made possible by selling from factorydirect to rider with no middlemen's profits.
we' amp oN migsgpggig Masai 1111 real Pay the Freight arseallow 10 Days Pros Treat and make other liberal terms which ca cubesbone in the world will do. You will :ears rate/wag sad get muds yuleable information by imply writing us a pastas
to make esoneyleagtat" yallioneo man who apply at owe. 
•
We need • is every town and can oger an opportunity
0 PUNCTIME-PROOF TIRES N
.80 $488?
Motto* the Web rubber tread
"A" and puncture strips "ii"
sad "D." also rim strip "U"
S. peeves& rim cutting. This
the will outlast any other
makie—SOFT. 'MASTIC sob
SART ILLDINU.
MUD OYCLE COMPANY, DoptioJL" CHICAGO. ILL
••••••••••••r
6001 MORNING,
1AI von swallow your shalt 41 &as list _sikgbitt I h.lve a. lull Una at
Garden Hose, Nozzles, Sprinkling Sled., ,/
etc., various grades and various p rkes.
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PEOPLE GOT THE CON-
TRACTS.
One Will Withstand aoo Pounds




ROSS THOMAS ARRESTED YES.
TERDAY MORNING ON
WARRANT.
William Eubanks of DeSoto, Mo.,
Came Here Looking For Daugh-
ter Who Is Now At Home.
fire comma tze
from the city; legislative board, NI
the contract for the 3,000 feet of hose
mveded for use at the different fire
deparanent houses in ,his city. The
Eureka Fire Hose company oi
Columbus, Ohio, got the contract for
1,500 feet, and the Manhattan Rub-
ter company of St. Louis the con-
*act for the other 1,5oo feet. Both
compsinies agreed to furnish their
part o`f the new hose at oo cents per
foot.
Mr. H. F. Pratt was here as the
representative of the Eureka people,
and he guaranteed his hose for five
years and to withstand a water pres-
sure of .soo pounds to the square inch.
It is rubber Lined, cotton of the
Paragon brand.
Mr. J. H. Munk) of St. Louis repre•
sented the Manhattan people, his hose
being rubber lined, guaranteed for
six-years constant use, and will with-
stand boo pounds wa•er pressure to
the square inch.
There were about eight representa-
Cves present from hose supply
houses, and all had in bids, but these
two mentioned were the lowest and
secured the contracts. The agents
a.greed to have thz hose here inside
of thirty days, and it is being anx-
iously awaited by Chief James Woods
oi the fire department, as he is short
en account of many hundreds of feet
being destroyed the Sunday night one
month since at the big fiat at
Sevenrh end Flournoy streets. He
Eas rigged up the old hose so it
could be used temporarily, bu: it will
be discarded White nthe new isupply
gets here.
No bids were in from the firm
uhich was pepresented several years
ago by one M. Arch Harris, who
effected a deal that was afterward
exposed by The Register, and quite a
sens*.\on created. Will Hummel was
in the council at that time, and chair-
man of the committee that bought the
inerwrisc how.
1 MONTANA MAN'S DOG WOLF
ss Thornas- -was' a,Ie5tCd yes, ef -
day morning by Officers McCune and
Woods on the charge of shooting at
Lott'e Ladd, an inmate of Sue
Eggleston's resort on West Court
s.res.t. uati:
home burned one month ago, down
about Seventh and Flournoy streets,
and it is claimed he fired his re-
vollver at the Ladd woman last
Saturday night whik in that house
in the red light district. He claims
that he did not do it. The warrant
was gotten out by the chambermaid
of the resort, against Thomas who is
a youth of about 20 years of
Daughter Is Home.
William Eubanws of DeSoto, Mo.,
arrived here yesterday looking for
his daughter whom he stated had Ifft
home. fie had just stepped in the
police headquarters last night whet
handed a telegram by Lieut. Thomas
Potter, the message having come here
for Eubanks in care of the authori-
ties, and announced that his daughter
had returned home. He was so over-
:dyed he rammed the message down
In his pocket and darting for the
door, left the building without giv-
ing the details as to what manner his
17;r1 had taken her departure from the
parental roof. Tuesday he tele
w•aphed here far the police to keep
a lookout for the girl, and this was
iollowed quickly by his arrival. He
will return home this morning.
Darkies Scrap.
John Gai•her. colored, was arrested
iast night ..by Officers Hurley and
SIngery on the charge of engaging in
a fight with Jesse Johnson, colored.
at Thirteenth and Jones streets.
"Gracious, my dearl" said the first
society belle, spitefully. "I do hope
you're not ill. You look so much
older tonight."
"I'm quite well, thank you, dear,"
replied the other. "And you—how
wonderfully improved you are. You
look positively young."—Philadelphia
Ledger.
Will Explore Dark Continent
With Her Husband
The Countess de Lesdain, whose Feels at Home With Maid.
husband is one of the most noted of "I feel more at home now with
modern explorers, and who has her- Puhlmara, my Hindu maid, than with
almost any one else. She is a faith- HONOR OF THE CHINESE.
iul servant. I have converted her to
the Christian faith and she is now
devout Catholic, although she still
wears the garb of her people. She
seems to attract a great deal of cur-
iosity in America, but in England al-
most.every woman who returns from
India brings with her an ayah."
After a short visit in Chicago the
Countess de Le-sdain will go to Isl.rw
Orleans, where she expects to be join-
ed by the Count.
"Numerous silly stories have been
circulated about me since I arrived in
epodes of Canine That Is Tame, Yet
Partakes of the Wild
in Looks.
I was smoking my pipe in the cabin
of an old timer who lives on Muddy
creek in southeastern Montana when
I happened to look out of the window
and baw an aliimai pa3a by that for
a moment I tok to be a red wolf, to
tates a writer in Forest and Stream.
I said to the old mar.: 'What have
you got out there?" and he teplied:
"Yes; I am glad t spoke about that;
I wanted you to tree them pups-"
Then, white we walked out of doors,
be told me that be had a litter of Si
pups, half gray wolf and half ordinary
domestic dog, and tuat he had two of
these, puppies- rtttt ationt the lacrave:tfre
other four having been given away.
The wolflike animal, with four or
five other dogs, was etandinz near a
wagon close to the house, and r-uten
0:11rreel cheerfully tl nsj we"
ging its tail and twisting Its body, and
thrust his nose into the band of P a (- h
of us, seeming to enjoy the pats and
caresses that it received. In color It
was reddish, somewhat the color of
the summer coat of a deer, yet bard
ly SG bright; there was snore of a
brown In it. On the tail the hair lay
parallel to the t.kin and did not stand
out as It does on the brush of a fox
or the tail of a wolf or coyote. On
the other hand, the shape of the crea-
ture was that of a gray wolf, which it
also equaled in size.
These pups are great thieves. ani
things have to be kept out of their
way or they will steal them. They
cannot bark. Sometimes they appear
to try to do so, and break out into •
regular wolf bowl
WHAT MIKE'S FOREMAN DID
La Concisely Described by Hike
Himself for the Benefit
of Jury.
One of Eddie Foy's stories relates to
his orperienees as a juror. It Ulu"
trates the value of concise expression.
-When I was on the jury," says Foy,
"one of the eases I heard was that
of a laborer against the employer in
whose foundry be bad been Injured.
The foreman of the foundry testified,
and then the attorney for the plaintiff
called Michael She..
"'Mike,' inquired the lawyer, 'do
you know the gentleman who has just
left the stand?'
"'Sure I do.'
"'What does be do at the foundry?
'He's the foreman.'
"'What are his duties as foreman?
• 'Well, I don't know, set.'
"'Surely yen know what the fore-
man's duties are,' said the barrkrtsr.
'Yon work under him, don't your
" 'Yes. He's me hoes.'
"'Well, thee. He draws pay for be-
ing your boss, and he must do some-
thing to earn that pay. Now, what
does be do?
"Mike scratched his bead for a mo-
ment. looked at the ceiling, and tbea.
• smile coming to his lips, he an-
swered: 'What does be do? Well, sot,
we do what he tells us—that's what
be do.'
"And with this definition of the du-
ties of a foreman we were compelled
to be content"
self made journeys across China,
through Mongolia and Thibet, is the
guest of her sister, Miss Josephine
Bailey, 3428 Indian avenue, says the
Chicago Examiner.
Accompanied by her Hindu ayah.
or maid, she will make a tour of the
more picturesque portions of the
tni'ed States.
The Countess is a young woman,
not above twenty-five, and yet she
has seen more of the world than al-
most any modern traveler.
,She was married to Count de Les-
damn in China about four years ago.
At that time he was an attache to the this country," said the Countess withFrench embassy in Pekin. Their a little embarrassed laugh. 'I neverhoneymoon was a journey througn was a widow, I Aver married myChina, Mongolia, across the Thibetai husband's chum. We loved eachdesert through the strange .city
,
 of other and were married and have liv-Thibet and on to Simla. This Journey  cd happily. My husband is ambitious
Which was made- with a packtrain of, to discover the unknown parts of theMules and with no protection other I earth and write a truthful record ofthan nine Chinese servants, took the'what he finds. I have an ambitionyoung couple more than seventeen!
months,
Many Narrow Escapes.
They had many narrow escapes 
to see the strange and hidden parts
of the earth. So you sec we are like-
ly to be travelers until we die."
from brigands and numerous adven- 
Opening Crow Indian Reserve-tures. "But," said the countess last
tion--Tickets will be sold to Sher'evening. "it was the most interesting dan Wyo., Billings and Miles City,jouney I ever expect to make. The Mont. Dates of sale June to to 26,hardships were forgotten in The feel- tpo6, inclusive, final limit July moth,ing that we were traveling through a too6. Round trip rate $29.9o.country which for a great part bad  
never been traversed by an -Anglo-
Saxon and never by a woman. I am
the only woman who ever ̀ made the
journey."
The Countess has a marked predi-
lection for language, speaking. Chi-
nese, Arabic, Russian and many other
tongues fluently. She is engaged up-
on a book which will treat of the so•
cial customs of the Chinese women
of the upper caste. Her hhusband
has been decorated for his discoveries
by the French government. He is
now in Eogland preparing for new
adventura into the lands about the
1Pmalayas.
"Yes, I shall accompany my bus.
band on that expedition," said the
'Countess. "I love to travel in out-
of-the-way places where the tracks, of
the tourist have not been made. I
have a passion for India. It is the
most interesting country I have vis-
ited, and my husband feels' as I do
about it. We shall spend a great por-
tion of our lives among those people, SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
I believe, TEL,. 756.
Chicago's population now exceeds
that of Vienna. The - Nimes are:






WITH CRUSHED — STRAW-
BERRY. PEACH. PINEAPPLE or
CHERRY„ IS BETTER,
HAYES
Zoiglishenan from China Gives His
Opinion of the Sly Ce-
lestials.
"Chinamen are, as a rule, very honor-
able in Dustmen matters, but It must not
be taken for granted that Integrity is
universal with them," said Mr. H. M.
Lakin, of Shanghai, according to an ex-
change.
'I have lived in the orient for many
years. and hare had extensive dealings
with all sorts of matarn people. There
Is • saying that a Chinaman's word Is
hie bond, and this is very true from the
fact that it is • rare thing for them to
make any other than a verbal contract
So it happens that what a celestial tells
you he will do will be performed in a
great majority of cases. The fact re-
mains, however, that you've got to pick
your man in China just the same as in
any other country. Ah Sin has his coun-
terparts in his native land, and every
European over there can tell you of his
experiences with tricky Chinamen.
"I do not believe that a Chinaman is
-more_  n .4f thAn histallow man of
other nationalities, as is shown by the
vast amount of grafting which perme-
ates the social and political life of the
empire. The in.dividual Chinese busi-
ness man is straight in his dealing;
largely because .t is • matter of neces-
sity."
Monkey with Spectacles.
In the Breslau zouiogical garden
there is a spider raonkey which was
operated noon for cataract and now
wears glasses. For more than a year
after it was received at the zoo it
was very healthy and lively, then it
became very quiet, ceased to play, and
crouched In a corner. It was exam-
ined and found to be suffering from
cataract, so was immediately taken to
the eye hospital and ,perated upon.
Ii less than a month it was fitted with
a pair of spectacles, which it wears
with becoming gravity.
The Waiter's Mistake.
The waiter in the cafe of the down-
town hotel did not mean to be rude. The
mistake was purely a social error.
"What will you have next, lady?" the
waiter asked, with the courtesy that be-
comes a waiter.
"Don't address me as 'lady!'" de.
mended the guest, with some show of
irritation.
"Excuse me, pis'am," replied tbe
waiter, "but all of us is liable to malm
Francisco climate*,_
RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH
Marked Salmon Retaken in the Cs.
lumbia River After Four
Years.
_
"What is believed to be the best eel.
lence of the efficiency of artificial
propagation of salmon that has ever
been secured was recently obtained by
Fnsh Commissioner Kerahaw relative
to the operation of the hatcheries on
the Columbia river," said Deputy Fish
Commissioner Perry Baker recently,
according to the Seattle Post-Intelli-
gencer. "Mr. Kershaw received tails
and fins of 100 salmon from a single
trap owner on the Columbia river that
were plainly marked hatchery fish.
"When the hatcheries wore placed
In ()Oration se the Columbia river a
system of marking was adopted for
the purpose of ascertaining if any of
the salmon turned out of the river re-
turned to their native cpr•r.-ning
grounds, and In what length of time.
-The marked fins and tails received
by Mr. Kershaw were found to be sal-
mon that were turned out of the 1Cala-
ma and Chinook hatcheries four years
ago. The spawn of these fish was
taken in 1900 and the young salmon
turned out in 1901. The fah were
marked In a manner that leaves no
doubt of this fact. The small bones in
the fins were cut down and a hole
punched in the tall. The cutting of
the bones in the fin is just the same
as a man losing a part of his finger
--it never grows out again.
"The Columbia river was practically
depleted when the artificial propaga-
tion of salmon was commenced on
that stream, and the past several years
has demonstrated that it has been re-
stocked by some means.
"While only a part of the fish were
marked when released from the hatch-
eries, the fact that one trap owner on
the river found at least 100 of these
salmon during the past season is con-
clusive evidence that artificial propa-
gation is the only solution of the prob-
lem to prevent the depletion of the
salmon fisheries.
"Mr. Kershaw asked a number of
the Colur-bia river eonnerymen Lad
trap op-rat -s to watch for the marked
Mir -a. Dm. '-ring the rush of the
r _era ft at... •parently overlooked,
smie et_t, tee has been re-
S.-
'.''e expeller.- • the sockeye
Wm. • that ar, ”onducted at
the BE '"tshaD-, r Ill be con-
Untied at. .71a•- large number
of sockeye . aced in the Nook.
sack and Sks .leers.
"In air pump has just been installed
In connection with the miniature
hatchery and the aquariums. It has
been found that in order to make a
success of hatching salmon and to
keep them alive running water is ea
sentlal. The air pump keeps the wa-
ter in the aquariums bubblirg all the
time as it runs through the tanks and
aff into the waste."
Not Star Spangled.
Tar and feathers Is not a peculiarly
Araerican Institution, as has been 5,4)
posed. It was Richard the Lion heart-
ed who first proclaimed this punish-
ment. It was when he was setting out
for the third crusade that he gave
warning that "a robber who shall be
convicted of theft shall have his head
cropped after the fashion of a Cham-
pion and boiling pitch shall be poured
thereon and the feathers of a cushion
shall be shaken out on him, so that he
shall be known." At the first leading
he was to be set ashore, no matter
wnere the ship might land, and the ab-
sence of a rail was doubtless due to a
lack of that sort of fence. Perhaps the
western continent may still lay claim
to that sort of punishment, but the
tar and feathers are no longer our
ow o.
Ugly Deer in Vermont.
It is seriously affirmed that farmers
In tha northern part of Rutiaati county
would like permission to kill a big
ugly deer that would weigh dressed
300 pounds and has Immense Tarns
This terror of the. woods, they say,
chases men to cover, will not yield the
right of way when he meets teams in
the road, and in devious ways makes
himself decidedly unpleasant. He re
centiy paid a visit to a Castieton farm-
er and, when ordered away, refused to
leave, although seven other deer that
were with him turned and fled when
the farmer and his dog went out. The
big deer, however, was in no burner
for debate, and promptly chased the
Mlle into the barn.--St. Albans Mes-
senger.
Greedy Seagulls.
A Nanaimo fisherman had a unique
experience with a flock of seagulls soy
era] evenings ago. He reached Nanal-
MO in an open boat containing two
tons of herring. While uptown the sea-
gulls took possession of the boat. On
his return all but 60 flew away. This
number had so gorged themselves with
herring that they could not, fly, but
hopped about In a state of helplessness
The fisherman finally climbed into the
boat ad lifted them overboard. They
were able ,to switn with an effort,, and
snort of them went aahore to recover













WE ARE NOW SHOWING Tti-, ifFST VALUES
PER THAT HAS EVER BEEN o k eERE.D.
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE
OFFER YOU.
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
at 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
15c pet roll.
..Paper usually sold at we we will
sell for 8c.
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-




C. C. Lee. 315 hat
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UI P LUM BING.
Steam and lot Water Heating.
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Anyone failing to receive this papa
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
Ph*Oe Cumberland Is&
'Thursday Morning, June 21, 1906.
Cleaning the Streets.
The determinatiop of the board id
public works to beep the public high-
ways clear of every obstruction pos-
sible' should meet with the hearty
approval of every citizen. The only
legitimate usie to which the side-
walk's and streets can be put is that
of public highways for vehicles and
s pediestrians. At times it becomes
necessary to obetruct the streets in
order to make improvements or red
pairs, but the loose methods that
have been followed' by those given
that privilege 'heretofore are things
of the past.
The order issued by the board of
011ie works yesterday rto the effect
that all material not to be used in
the *building or street work, must not
remain cm 'the sidewalk or streets
and must be nemoved within twenty-
/our boars, will doubtless be resented
by contractors who are in the habit
of consulting their own convenience
and who have no consideration for
IV the convenience of the public, but itwill only be a matter of time before
ciorrect understanding is reached:
contractor is entitled to certain
•vilegies and all reasonable grants
II he given him to carry on his
'work and to complete it as quickly
as possible. Some eceetsactors have
grossly abused their privileges and
this is the evil that is to be enadi-
cubed
Paducah has geown to be a city
so large that village methods should
be abolidsed, ad thg safety, com-
fort arid corn-emit/ice of its citizens
emphasized by keepidet the streets
dear, and if the contractors, the mer-
chants and the citizens generally will
cooperate with the atefierities in giv-
ing the city free and unobstrocted
pilblic thoeotterhfaree, there will be
no just complaints. It is for the
public Vend and that means every
person in the city.
The arraigninent of the republican
party by the 3.13emphis Commercial-
Appeal, leader Ore head of "A Half
Cintery 4 Vice aid Crime,' repro-
duced on tiis page :s worthy of the
attention or iverylgood citizens It
is a brief history Of:;.the panty that
has done more to !eaten the thieving
trusts on the people of America,
than any other one agency.
Today the people ill every quarter
are fighting the aggrevesion of capi-
ta!, eed C.: 11 da of ce:-: deaid z:re
so great that -pnblic melt and writers
of the most: ronkervative class see
sagne of an approaching revolution.
The chief corner stones of this re-
pablic are truth and juetice, but
through the operation of the policies
of the lie
ciples are being smothered and
wealth stalks abroad as the ruling
factor in the government of this
country. The time for sober and
serious thotighe is here. Condition;
point ()tit the dangers oT'tihc Republ i -
can party, and the country's ealvedvion
rests in the overthrow  ofethat party 
delicb se* at naught the blood-
&welt privileges of a free pe()Pte.
Kansas is the most prolific state in
dre, union for new pelitical issues.
Vie latest issue may ri'ziefualv he
named "TKO Shirt Tail leveed
In one county tilie voters are very
mach wreeeht ap over the issue; an
Inch more in length- of the :odd('
- Means to coneivme the surplus cotton
of the. countrae aml if the issue
whotild prevail therstrehoto the centre
try the length of the shirt tail will
depend on the _size of the cot trio
_ crop_ Short crop. short tail; long
crop long tail. The simpfictity
the issue will appeal to all melt, and
its value it the key note to theg.et-
tlenvere cif all vexed qnttions that
stray arise to distttrb t1 peace of
the people.
The Famous "Hose Deal."
The placing of an order 'by the
city yesterday .for 3,000 feet of fire
hose, at go cents a foot or $2.700,
calls 'to mind the celebrated) "Rose
Deal„ that The Register exposed
four years ago and' by wit-Itch the city
was enabled to save $1,400.
The city -had closed. a contract
wieb the National India Rubber com-
pany for 2,500 feet of how at $1.05.
and in. the contract it was guaranteed
the price "to be as low as the same
quality is sold to other cities." In-
formation reached The Register that
Cairo 'had bought the same brand of
hose froni the Same company at a
less price. Acting on this' informa-
Tate-  Register -seduced-deem the
clerk at Cairo a list of the companies
and their bids, and the National
Rubber company's bid' on eoo feet of
hose was 82 cents. In The Regis-
ter of July 1, 1902. recommendations
of the fire committee, the. contract
for the hose and the letter from
Caird alas published and it was like
the explosion of a bombshell in the
city. The sensation was not con-
fined to Paducah but to the surround-
ing courntry.
The representative of the company
hurried to Paducah and called on
The Regiseer saying he was here "to
spend seventeen weeks and a thou-
sand dollars" to make this paper re-
tract and clear his company of the
unjust charge, and he was quickly
informed where to go, and also where
he would find all the lawyers he
needed to laing suit. The bluff did
not work. and The Register stood
Pat Mayor, Ye-leer convened the
council in extraordinary session to
inryesaigate the matter.
Both afternoon papers united
efforts to discredit the taharges made
by The Regimes.; certain members of
the board denounced the pablica
done, but The Register stood its
ground and with a stenographer, was
on hand at the investelgation. For
two flours the hose company and its
champions faught every inch of the
ground and adfdlaltdrlanail the next
day; The Registier had the facts and
documents to prove that the city was
being held up, and that afternoon
the hose company's representative
called at The Register office and
begged that the case be pushed no
further, and he left the city that
night and ha,s never been back here
since. It was a clean clear rase of
leolei tip and'illingloanrand jury had
taken the mat tereaeresonwone would
have gotten in trouble. The people
to a man indorsed. The Register, and





declared void by Mayor Yeisee
on July ao,- the.city bought cottcm
fire hose at 49 cents a foot or a say
ing of $1,00 on asoo feet. Some of
that how is still in use and con-
sidering the price it was a vast sav-
ing to the tax-payers of Paducah.
The now famous "Hose Dear' was
one of die greateet aecersations iii
l'aditcah, and is bat one of the many
instances where The Register has
been the means of saving the tax-
payers thousands of dollars. The
other two papers left no stone un-
turned to offset the good tfiect of
The Register's exposures; all manner
of petty misrepresentationa were in-
dulged in and the few that the pub-
lic sesketed of being "in" on the deal
have never forgiven The Registete
.for knocking out ,the infamous trans-
action. This is 'One of the rewards
for fighting the people's battles.
As to the present hose purchase
the transaction may b. alrigt, but if
the cit botight hose 'for eie cents
that lasted nearly four years, it looks
somewhat exaravagant to pay 90
cents a foot for hose that will last
five and six years.
It is true that rebbea hose is snore
substantial than cotton hose, but
with the pressure carried in the
%s ate': mains, cotton ileose is almost as
tervicivable, and the price considered
it is more economical.
Narrow Escape From
the Electric Light Trust
(Chicago EXaMilllef.)
The Examiner congratulates the taxpagedi and light users of Chi-cago on their narrow escape from the clutches of the electric light trust.The Examiner congratulates. those members of the coon-ea whovoted to sustain Mayor Dunne's veto of the electric light ordinenoe.Little else might be expected from the Re,publiearrs in this list.Bitt some Republicans were good e n ought . _friends of Chicago to de c la r _againd the ordinance. There is Maypole. If a corporation ever wantedanything. allaypole would swim Lake Michigan to 'be on band and helpthe job along.
Of couse Alderman Bennett voted for the electric light grab.was bold about it. If Beopeet ever voted for the people against aporation seeking to benefit itself at the expense of the public the rec-ords do that show it.
Bowler, the creature of Powers—Powers of tunnel theft infamy'—listened to his master's voice. Poor Bowler, as soon as Powers is
.Beveridge amendment in congress.
dauxesgaddeieli-hinv-hieentaileating hate abide 1i h* did leyen.
These men were endorsed by the advisory committee of the !darnel- 'We find, him vigorously assailing apal Ownership movement: J. R. Cosidine, Daugherty, M. J. Jacobs house amendment to the mea: billHans Blase. The first chance they got they betrayed the people who mainly on the ground that it did notelected them and repudiated the platform on which they were elcted, ai ow inspection at any time day orThis whole set that tried to ram the electric light grab down the a ght, when that very provision %VW'throats of the people must be watched. They care nothing for the peo- ,in the bill. We find him calling mein-ple who elected' them, and they arealwaye farad in line for any cot-- bees of variant; committees to him,poration whose business it is to fatten from privileges secured from the 'end telling them what he desires em-oreuncil. Now let an ordinance be easssedi fixing the price of electric bodied in certain legislation. In shortlight. 'The law gives the city the right to do this. If the companies do the president in this day and genera-not care to furnish light or power at these prices, let them he ousted tion has become an active wire-from the streets. Other light companies will take their place. Iworker among congressmen for legis-
• I At the end of its half century ofA Century of Vice arid Crime existence, the republican party its
(Memphis Commercial Appeal.)
The republican party is felicitating
itself on its fiftieth birthday. But
however proud it may be of its origin
and initial purposes, it stands today
for pretty nearly everything ghat
should be odious to a free people.
The party seems to have been con-
ceived for the purpose of bringing on
a fratricidal war, but in its early days
it had at lease the courage of its con-
victions and the honesty of its fanati-
cism. If it deserves the honor of
triumphing at the war of secession,
, it must also assume the responsibility
In for bringing that war on. To our
mind, the achievements of politicians
and political parties are greatly ex
zggerated. We do not consider that
wars are won by political parties.
Your politician who shrieks so thrilly
for war is elgays- the last man te
expose his person to the fire of the
enemy. 'Bringing on a war is not a
difficult thing to do. Women have
done it, as well as politicians. The




'Fla dep.:mid-A spirit has struck
Rhodt Island. Co!, Robert liale
Ives Goddard, of Providence, accepts
a democratic and independent nomi-
nation for servitor from Rhode Is-
land. Col. Godelardi i* st Republican.
an aristocrat, a member of one of
Rhode Island's first families. He
hae great- wealth-, an assured po-
demblic. And the tariff has been the
tition, an excellent reputation. He
has, nett aden an officeseeker until i fostering mother of that hyena-likenow. Corning from the state said) eyetem. ,6 be owned by Aldrich. Col. Geeld Bet while the republican part,' bagard would 'be in a very conspicuous thus sterrendered. its
'sition_ *-We hOpe he will reach it lost its virtue it has also be
But the people do not dop to reas-
on about war. When in this country
a war has been successfully conclud-
ed, the party in power reaps thq adi
eareage. Bismarck cementeddiseracti
ed Germany with a war. Deotaerat,
and Whigs in the south fought on'
the side of the confederacy, while
Whigs and democrats in the north
fought together eo keep the union
intact. At the time of the French
revolution when all sthe fewtherheads
of France were demanding a war Re-
bespierre alone stood out against it.
He took the sane position that if
France eriumphed, a military hero
would emerge from the conflict, that
a dictatorship would be established,
giving place to an empire. In conse
quence all that the French revolution-
ists had contended for and gained
would be lost. In short, Robespierre
arophesied Nepoleon,
iously undermining ehe institutions ef
the republic. The Fathers who creat-
ed our government, establishid three
separate branches, the executive, the
legislative and the judiciary. The
ditties and &main of such were clear-
ly defined In the early days the gov-
ernment consisted of a president, a
senate and a house of representatives. !
Today, thanks to the republican par-
ty. a consists of an autocratic presi-
dent, a senate controlled absolutely
by wealth, and a collection of com-
mittees controlled by the speaker.
When Tom Reed was speaker he
deliberately wen: to work to destroy
the deliberative and representative
character of the house. He did this
through the committee system. On
the various committees he placed
men who could be counted on to reg-
ister his will, and so absolute was
his dominance that it was imeassible
to bring up the Nicaragua canal bill
%dile he was speaker, thoura every
democrat and every republic: n in the
house, with the exception of rot more
than six, were in favor of it. Not
even by the wildest license of lang-
uage could one say that the house
of repreeentatives is representative of
the people. Ie simply records the wilt
of the spe-aaaer, and when he is pliant
to the president, then the latter's will
ie recorded. The original function of
the house has been prosituted by the
,republican party, and while the rep-
'resentatives are elected by the peo-
ple, they are not permitted to repre-
sire: anything. The house t .day eon-
snts of a speaker and ahem
marionettes.
Another dangeroue tendency, that
ha, come to full flower ender this
administration is exects:ive interfer-
ence with legislation. We have call-
ed attention to Mr. Roosevelt's in.
The repattlican party has been in
power when two wars were termi-
',toed, and ehis fact has had much
to do with the tendencies manifested
towards extravagance, imperialism,
uneonstitutionalism and spoliation
The usual concomitants of war have
cursed the government and the coun-
try.
Leaving the war ont of considera•
"ion there is nothing creditable in the
career of the republican party. The
slaved were freed by a man, not a
party. The republican organization
rf•t•reer'''f-1. ri—HZ !" firet ten years
of its existence a son. of honest fana-
iticism and moral mania. Dudng the
last forty years of its life, it has been
sponsor for gpoliation, corruption and
every sort of eendency elan to the
spirit of a republic. It has today
',either conscience nor morals. It
cares no more for tee e„„ata„ge,
than a sailor cares for rain. All as
tendencies are corrupt and all its tra-
ditions vicious. Early in the game,
it abandoned its moral ' programme.
and took ,to its bosom the viper of
protection. It saw in this immortal
system, a splendid weapon with which
to wrest large campaign coneributione
from the manufacturers. It wise a_
yrrfcçtly pia ie eatalfgain—danar—sal
"Give us ,the millions to run otir
camepaign." said the republican par v
"t nd we will tax the people for yotd
aenefit." And the contract has been
religiously observed. The United
States tariff is drafted by the pro-
tected interests and ratified by ...pith -
Lean congresses and presidents. Iln•
der this beneficent system during
rae administrations of McKinley' and
Roosevelt the artist has flourished
liae- the green hay tree. Statistics
will shoed tido the capieelieation of
'rests tinder the present adminietra-
tion, has been several fold more • than
during the entire previous life of the
He
Coe-
traction of the cunseitution, of inter-
tuitional law, of treaties and of the
laws of the land. He seems to em-
body the imperialistic aftermath of
be Spanish-American war. That con-
Met made hint governor of New York
ond vice-president, and finally led to
his bring president. It was an insig-
nificant and not very creditable war,
hut it had been a long time since ese
had had one, and consequently there
v.-as a large output of premature
herties. Mr. Roosevelt's autocratic
tendencies are the result of the war;
and the country is not suprised to
and him actively intriguing in con-
gress for the passage or defeat of this
or that legislation. We find him
agreeing with the packers that the
Neill-Reynolds report shall not be
itiblished if they will not °Arose the
thus seen be a menace to our most
cherished institutions. It no longer
stands for the public conscience, but
it is a sponsor for corporate greed.
It subscribes to the system of taking
the masses, not for the government
lost for the plutognatic few: It is de-
stroying the representative character
of the government. It has filled the
senate with the agents and tools of
trusts and combinations. It has prac-
tically oblieerwed the house of repre-
sentatives, and left the people no
voice in their own affairs. It has
weakened respect for the constitu-
tion and the law. It is the organize!
cppressor of the poor, and the grand
purveyor of humbug. It is rapidly
preparing the way for the coming of
an emperor, bolstered up by boodle,
brass and brag. But the traces ol its
sinful and vicious life can not bellid•
den from the public much longer.
The handwriting is on lie wall.
'No Backward Step in Sunday Closing.
(Louisville Post.)
The public 'mast not assume that
because the taw relating to the selling
of liquor on Sunday has been clearly
defined by the Court of appeals that
the qtwstion of Sunday closing is
therefore, settled.
It is not eire The iaw has been
clearly definedt concerning a great
many things, and the violations of
the law go on without interruption
or interference of goy kind. Take.
for instance, the little lottery sharks I 
Nothing is clearer than these lottery.
devices for robbing the poor for the.
benefit of rlas,,gicki are in direct con-
400 flict with the state as widt 2; of the
national law. Three lottery tickets
have been extended from the mails
They are under the ban, but thdie
lottery !dark' ply their trade in the
face 04 the police authorities, and it
is a trade which they could not carry
The Swindling Business
of Fire Insurail ce Companies
(Chicago Examiner.)
The fire ineurance comp:. :les in the
United States are facing a situation
inure dangerous io them than the on,
which has so greatly injured the life
irsurance companies.
Nearly every insurance ceenpany do-
ing bu•iness in San Francisco hag
been trying to evade its rghtfnl and
proper obligations incurred as a re-
stilt of the fire in that city. Every
insurance company has been paid its
fell charges foe the premiums which
it exacted, and those premiums arc
small.
For such a corporation, after le
ing taken for stores of years the
money which it charged to insure its
policyholders against loss, id) now
lefuse to pay it; policies in full is the
cheapest ellIALlik/1175 kind of
ewinelling. It at called on the race
t- tick 'welching."
The people who suport the inset:-
once companies have to pay thei.-
eiles promptly and pay them in full.
It is not a qtiestion with them wheth-
er they might get 2 per cent off. The
company demands all that its con•
tract provides for. Fo_r_ it, when the
lOss-Thas occ'urred against which a
teetends to insure its patrons, to en-
:el:cc a compromise et 25 per cent or
even a higher percentage off is just
ordinary, common theft.
It is perfectly clear that some such
national supervision should be. exert-
«I over these insurance companies :is
over national banks. The insurance
companies operate in all of the Patten
of this union. It is true that the
I 'lilted States Fupremc cond has once
declared that they were not engaged
in interstate commerce- and were
lacrefore not subject to federal super=
vision. But the Unieed States su-
peerne court very frequently changed
its mind.
No bank would he permitted to do
what thee& companies do. No na-
tional hank would be allowed I•0 #c -
Pei* threats and then, whetf the time
came for their repayment offer t
give back 75 per cent of what it had
received. The insurance companies
should not be allowed to issue poli-
cies on terms ee unfair to the public.
As their pr.sent system now stands,
-it is simply a species of swindling
of the same sort as the "get rich
quick" scherne,s so often worked.
The men who conduct the latter kind
of swindle are no longer allowed the
use of the Unaed States mails and
are, as fad as detected, prosecuted
by both the state and national gov-
ernments.
It is high time that there should
he laws enacied urderh would make
is easy for the insurer to collect
It:Inaptly the money due him. There
it ha,tdly any case in which the in-
surance company does not propose a
settlement for less than the fact of
the policy, believing that the insurcr
will stiffer some reduction rather than
go to court.
Does i hat seem like honest bud -
!less? The man who takes out an
insurance policy pays his premiums
without reduction, .and on the day
when they etsge aftereyeed
sometimes for almost half a century.
If he does no: pay promptly he loses
his insurance. If he says to the in-
surance company, "f will pay ee per
cent less," they tell hint that his pol-
icy will be canceled.
But when, after having paid in 'his
money year after year, and sometimes
decade after decade, he finally suffers
the loss against which he thought he
was protecting himself the insttratice
company says rh him. "We will pay
you a fraction of the amount of your
policy or we will ugh' 'you in the
coeds as long as we can."
That is neither business nor honor.
It is jeet Olin, common theft. And
it is high time that ci her through
the concerted action orthe business
contmunity or by the enactment' of
ws which w_oulld enable the inetner
promptly collect the face ,value of
poky it should be gorrected.
on except by 'police. comiivance.
'So in regard to the crap garnet
Any one fanieliatayith the condition
in Louisville knows that in the ten
teal part of the city these crap-shoot
ing sailoone are undeoleeted. Whet
the Xvening Post sent out its report
ers some months ago they had nt
trouble whatever in. playing, crape it
twenty different saloons, and fount
the police in some of them. Them
profiratble violations of the law, car-
ried on without police interference,
are the greatest promoters of crinst
that ca.n be imagined.
We are to add the Sunday saloons
to the list of outlaws. We are to
adrupel the saloons to close their
front doors. Sante of the saloons
will close entirely, the law-abiding
owners preferring to surrender the
darofieeteetheredrur toN
but there is the side entrance. Them
is the general shamming. There are
fatse pretenete innumerable. Here
we have dieedder growing in extent
and in gravity week by week. There
is rot a sakion that can open its side
door and i 11 liquor on Sunday with-
out' agreement with some policeman
On his beat. We have another ele-
ment for the corruption of the police
force.
It is to be the old story of New
York under Tammany }fall, where
the profitable violation of the law
went on for years, the privilege of
violating the law being paid for by
the systematic black-mailing of the
saloonkeepers, ga mblers, p ce ;I er eons
operators, the keepers of disorderly •
houses. That may not be the con-
dition of affairs in Louisville today,
bet into that conditithi Are tie drift-
ing united, the laweabartg people
stand by the law as interpreted by
the court of appeals, and require not
merely the front door. but every
door, dosed, consent to no device
for evading the plainest provisions
od this statute, holding the polide
authorities, the mayor, the board of
public works, the license board, the'
police court judge and the mavs-•
trate, to a strict accountability not
merely for shamming. not merely for
putting a screen in (rent of the bar-
room, not merely for a system of
hypocrisy. but for the unmistakable
and undisputable enforcement of the
law against all corners, the. treat-
ment of aN men alike, pun shine the
men who violate the law and pro-
tecting those wim obey its provis-
ions.
This the Evening Post under-
stands to be the purpose of the Citi-
zen.' league Thies, we are confident
is the purpose of the governor. We
have ire policemen in the city, and if
they vtiH but do half their duty it
will be perfectly feacitife to enforce
Section 13°3 of the general statutes
forbidding liquor-wiling on Sunday
If they do not enforce it, the public
gill know that they do not enforce
it, and the responeibility for this (*M-
itre will be placed where it belongs
.•,
KUNIO 





Eyes Tested Free by Gradu-
ate Optician.
J L WOLFF





2:30 AND 7:30 P. M.
BARGAINS FOR EVERBODY
































































































Christ man and Quiesser.
PADUCAH WON
AIDED BY THE HORSE SHOE
PADUCAH WON OUT IN
iiTH INNNING.



























Danville, 111., June 20.—A passed
ball by Quiesser in the eighth tied tit:-
score, and a ;hit by Groh in eleventh,






Jacksonville, 6; Cairo, 5.
Jackseriville, III., June 20 —In
hard fought twelve inning game the
locals won:
RI! F.
Jacksonville  6 13 t
Cairo  5 1 1 3
• Batteries—Fox, Ares and Belt:
I Hoch, Morgan and Searle,
S.
•
No Game at Vincennes.
Vincenne-4, led.. June an—No
game on account of wet grounds.
CITY OWNERSHIP DRAWS
NEARER FOR CLEVELAND.
New 3-Cent Fare Traction System
May Be Acquired by Municipality.
Cleveland, Ohio. June 20.—A long
step toward municipal ownership of
the city street railway system was
...sken yesterday when the Municipal
Traction company was incorporated
at Columbus. At the same time the
capital stock of the Forest City
street railway company was increased
from $25o.000 to Samoo.000.
The Municipal Traction company is
a holding company and will build and
• operate the 3 cent line. 11 is Mayor
Johnson's scheme. The holding com-
pany guarantees a dividend on out-
standing stock only. All excess earn-
legs will go to betterments and ex-
4ensions. The fare mnsa he on
straight 3 cent basis with transfers
The agreement goes the city the
light to bny the property, if the
State laws are changed to permit it.
DENY STREET CAR EXTEN-
SION.
Senate Votes Down Plan, While Pat-
terson BOW* Municipal Own-
erhsip.
Washingt4m. June zo.,--By a vote
of 17 to 20 the senate today roted
(Down an amendtnent on a street cat
extension hill eymviding for a fran-
chise tax of ro- per dew on the net
earnings of all corporations in the
District of Columbia.
Senator Patterson, speaking
support of intseicipal ownership of
the public utilities, said that one of
the evils avtaciiitig to the private
cone-oil of the. coeporations is found
in their actioity in politics, and re-
ferring to condition; in Denver. his
home city, he said the corporatiotts
are so powerful that the people are
helpless.
Pencils Will Cost More.
New York, June an.—A goneral ad-
vance in the price of pens an4 pilo-
t cis -were reconvinended and approved
t-iitr-1151 INV s sessIont or tne National
Association of Stattorors and Manu-
facturers' convention. The, recom-
mendation that competition in these
goods had caused cutting of prices
to a point where many dealers were





REV. PINKERTON AND FAMI-
LY WILL VISIT THERE
SHORTLY.
The W. C. T. U. Meets This After-
noon at First Baptist Church—
Tent Revival.
Rev,  yEii, riokerton goes to Ben-
ton Saturday to deliver an address
at the 'Masonic celebration, that be-
ing the time set for the St. John's
Ilay ceremonies by that secret order.
The 24th of this month is the proper
time, but that date coming on Sun-
day, the preceeding day is chosen.
The reverend gentleman rtuons that
evening from Benton and then the
first of next week he, his wife and
little giti, go to eastern Kentucky
to spend a few weeks visiting. He
does not' resume his evangelistic
work over the country until the
middle of next. month.
W. C. T. U Today.
At the regular meeting of the W.
C. T. U. at 4 o'clocki this afternoon
in the lecture room of the First
Baptist church. Mrs. Julia Myles,
eupeeireendent of the evangelistic de-
partment will conduct the exercises.
Tent Revival.
There continues the good work !w-
ing conelocted by Rev. Peter Fields
and assistant, underneath the huge
tent on South Fifth street. where
thus far he has had about seventy-
five conversions, and forty additiona
to the Third street Methodist church.
Last evenine there weir four addi-
tions. and although no conversions
were effected. about foray came
forward for prayers.
Dr Feick talked yesterday morn-
ing and last evening, mai his dis-
courses were of that earnest, im-
presoive and beneficial kind that ef-
fect such great good in his field of
labor. The rain and chilliness of the
pas, few night hais• prevented the
congregation from increasing in size.
but as it is, hundreds. attend each
worship an ache iedereist never
wanes.
Mission Workers.
Rev. Chiles of the Rescne Mission
on South Third street 'has had his
gospel wagon overhauled, and hollicht
him another horse for dee in willing
the vehicle to different portions of
the city where he. his noble wife and
co-workers are !voiding their street
ineetinsrs in which they effect many
good results. Althoesgeh the wagon is
put in first class condetion and the
animal bought ctill all not fully
naid for and the. preacher requests
his friends.. and the general public
to continue their liberal donceienis so
he can nay off this debt.
Rev. Chile% and the other of the
incorporated interdenominational
misesion company% have arranged to
retain nosaasseion of the South Third
street building whit.% has been head-
qiitartere for 'Otis good work for
aoliolit nine years past. and which will
he coneinistel for the 52.Ole irttrpOcv.
For a while it looked as if they
would have to give IWO the Property.
but arrenizemente to the reverse havo
now been made.
HARRIS ORDERS TRIBUTE
TO LATE GOV. PATTISON.
First Official Act Is Proclamation to
People of Ohio.
Cincinteei, 0., June 20.—When
Gen. Andrew L Harris went to
Columbus to assurna the duties of
governor today his first official act
was to issue a proclamation calling
upon the citizens of Ohio •to join him
in paying the last teibute of respect
to the memory of the late Gov. John
M. Paoison, whose body rests at his
beautiful country home near this city.
Gov Harris attendee by his staff
andoseorted by a regiment of militia.
will attend the funeral services at the
Pattison home Thursday afternoon.
MOVED MIXER.
Concrete Machine Obstructed the
Public Thoroughfare.
Veiser -has hagi the shitsilithi-s
contractors to move the big con-
cret mixinr machine fruity Fourth
sttoet right heel& the city bail, ()yeti
on try -Kentucky' twenty' out of the
nay of araft. as i! blocked the pub0,
lie thoroughfare. The contracteye.trip to EVANSVILLE AND have a number of streets torn up. and
continous passage $4.00: blocked to the ptmhlic. 510 the ntnyor
had them put the, big mixer .,out of






ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, Party
cf five or over $1.5o each, without
teals; V.co with meals.
Good music on all the boats. For
Jorther particulars see
S. A. FOWLER, Gen. Pass. Agent,
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent.. Phone 32-
Dog Was Dirt Cheap.
(mou Vivant.)
Dog Ilcali.r—I
ma'am, that this dog is extremely
cheap at too francs;
Possible Customer—I should like'ep
take it, but I don't know what me
husband would say.
Mg Dealer—Madam, mark my
word. You'll find it much easier to




RED MEN ELECT OFFICERS
ONE WEEK FROM TOMOR-
ROW NIGHT.
Large Crowd Expected Here Next
Sunday to Attend Knights of
Columbus—Odd Fellows.
The Red Mlen's lodge of this city
will tomorrow evening hold their
regular meeting, which is the last one
before the semi-annual election of
officers is hel& the elections occurring
the following Frigay everamg, the last
one of this month. Much interest
is being taken in the coming selec-
tion of those who will occupy the
respective chairs for the ensuing six
months.
for the sweet girl graduate and fo
all occasions watches, rings, lockets,
chains, hatpins bracelet& shirt waist
set collar pins, also silver novelties
of all descriptiono
REPAIRING A SPECIALTY
We hand2e all the finest and daint-
Knights of Columbus. est articles with
Col. John J. Dorian, presiding and make repairs
officer of the Paducah lodge of satifactory.
Knights of Columbus, ex-
pects over moo visiting
brethren here next Sunday to attend
the big meeting, at which time about
fifty applicants will be initiated into
.:he local organization. Special trains
will come from some of the sur-
rounding cities to bring the visiting
brethren, while cariy Siunday Morn-
ing Mr. Fitzgerald of Louisville will
arrive. He is the ranking officer foa
Kentucky of this order, and brings
along with hi team that will
confer the de on the candi-
dates.
Odd Fellows.
This evening at the meeting of
Mangum lodge, and tomorrow night
at Ingk-side lodge final arrangement:,
will be made for the members to go
to Metropolis next Sunday and par-
ticipate in the annual memorial sr-
vices to be conducted there. They
go down in the afternoon on the
soamer Dick Fowler.
Fight Street Paving.
Spring Valley, III., June ao.—An in-
dignation meeting of taxpayers of
.his city assembled today at the city
hall to protest against the paving of
streets. A recent ordinance passed
y the council called for the laying
of pavement on six blocks of the
principal street of the town. This
cost is estimated at $5o,000. The
meeting found many vigorous objec-
tors and it was ordered to employ
counsel to fight the question in the
courts.
Park Graft at Miele%
Chicago, June 20.—When the
soecial park commission meets
afternoon Alderman Beilhiss will lay
before it a long list of charges which,
have been made to the civil service
commission against Paul Rapp, super-
intendent of small parks. The most
serious of these charges was made,
to Investigator Joel Baker by Peter
Holderer. 325 East Forty-second
street, who accuses Rapp of demand.
ing $r50 for ihe award of an ;Roo
contract for grading and sodding a
city park. The statement by Hold-
erer was made public yesterday by
Attorney Finn of the civil service
commisaion, who is drawing charges
against Rapp.
Besides the accusation of attempted'
grafting by the florist Rapp is also
accused of buying poor and under-
sized trees, for which he charged the
c:ty the priors of a much higher
grade of trees; of using city laborers
for work on his own property and
with general mismanagement of sev-
eral mismanagement of several of the
small parks. Mrs. Kellogg, whom
Rapp aCcused of wrongfully using the
city laborers on her property, will be
one of the chief witnesses against the
superintendent.
Banker McCoy Sentenced..
Monticello, Ind.. June 19.—Timmas
j. NIcCoy, found guilty of embezzle-
ment in connection with the failure of
the McCoy hank a! Rensselaer. was
today sentenced to an indefinite.term
of from one to three years in state
pr Iron.
The Georgia Lee left Cincinnati
eeleterday and gets here Saturday
in route to Memphis.
Gas and Ga °line
Engines
For All Purposes
to 300 hor-c power. Best, cheap-
est and most economical.













Many an actor refuses work in
these days of ham investigations.
--Don't judge a ham sandwich by
what Upton Sinclair writes about it.
IIIME••=nm•
Some persons took exception to the
paragraph in this column yesterday
toat it was all right to play on an
upright piano on Sunday." and mit
wrties that the hose played on several
at a fire Sunday. Isn't it awful?
Our sympathy goes out to the
Hamburgh steak in this hour of
trouble.
Beautiful and engaging is Kansas
modesty. Benson, the- new senator,
says he goes to Washington hoping
that at least one holieet man old
raoke himself felt."
"Corporations," declared the earn-
est man, "have no souls."
"You don't know what you are talk-
log about. You ought to watch some
oerporotion for a few weeks."
to°1 have and found them to be
greedy and merciless. I repeat, they
have no souls."
this "oh, excuse me, I thonght you said
they had no rolls."
'One store in this town has two
partners. One says, "Home-coming
mas a glorious svecess;" the other,
"They made me work too hard. 1
den't like big crowds."
We've known for fon'y years that
every bit of the meat we ate was full,
of done and dirt, but we ate it just
the same. if a man will only let
whisky and tobacco alone he needn't
worry about what he eats.
Cigarette smokers are rarely found
in bank president's chairs. •
Some of our burden carriers have
easy consciencse. That makes the
burden lighter.
No Pay for Sinners.
(From the Corbin, Ky., Leadar.)
The revival meeting continues with
unabated interest. The church folks
have been handled without gloves
and the sinners have received no quar-
ters.
"The Psychology of work" is
favorite commencement address of the
college professors. What we are
i-ankering zo hear about just now is
the psychology of vacation.
Mr. Minary admits the handling of
anavals... 11.0 carafat,
Nlinaryl Don't admit too much! Tima
Street Railway Company might be
asked to bear its Os:. burden.
Dr. Holt. of Maine, says a boy of
Ooi is worth $2.for.62; a boy of fif
teen $3.263.65, and a man of twenty-
five *SRN. At seventy. so says
the d .or. he is writ.. h only $17.13.
We arc reliably informed that if
the year's product of.whisky in Ken •
tucky should be dumped into the
o)hio it would cause a rise in the htis-
:yen to us mouth.
ilavina• been in Mississippi we be-
lieve it.
We toot Mr. Liim Simons Will re-
main tree to his religious; convictions,
regardless of what the law says.
- —
The man who is buried in thou :11:
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These books formerly sold at $1.50. Better purchase now, as theeditions are limited.
Call of the Wild,
Alicia, of 011d Vincennes,
The Pit,
Thrall of Leif the Lucky,
Janice Meredith,





Helm t of Navarre,
Man on t:.e Box,
Granstark,
Vergillirs.
good at the 50 cent price.
• • II•• • ***** 1,••••• •• *********************
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
PADUCAH, BY.
With a Desert Ahead
OF YOU ON YOUR JOURNEY YOU SHOULD SAVE
ENOUGH OF YOUR SUPPLIES TO SURELY TAKE
YOU ACROSS IT. 
-
With Old Age Ahead
BRINGING SICKNESS AND LOSS OF EMPLOYMENT,
ARE YOU GOING TO SPEND ALL YOU EARN AS
YOU GO ALONG.
START A SAVINGS ACCOUNT WITH US TODAY WE
WE WELCOME SMALL ONES AS WELL AS LARGE
ONES.








Our Handsome Spring Fabrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
latialliNkaeselaielt111111111
AND IN OUR LINE YOU WILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING, THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF T HE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR HIS
CLOTHES WE STAND F OR EVERY GARMENT WE
TURN OUT. fraftek'L:i
Dicke & Black,
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
DO NOT BE HASTY
'71•1•1••••••••••••••••••••••••
In making a selection for a commencement gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention to a few new things we have You must see our
beautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
our perfect line of
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new design's in a ErRtii-D-Ire14-0- --See-theenssertmentowe--frave
in Fancy Sterling silver peoes--our prices special for May—Silvet
plated work at 1/2 price in knives f orks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice. Call early fcr choice of selection.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. K.onetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler and Optician.
3t5 Broadway.Guthries Old Stand.
..••••••Mailni••••■•,
•••••••••••... eft.a..•••••••••••••••• ...•••••••••••••••••
We have on hand
For Salz.3:
3 Horse Power Motor.
x 5 Horse Power Motor.
r 51/4 Horse Power Motor,
B Horse Power Motor.




121-123 North Fourth Street. '





night, and not bir new measures al-
yesterday, thy city solicitor inicrined
the board of svorks he thought he
had better draw u pnew measures al-
together and let the llimit be ex-
tend the 1.mit in that way.
and not by motion, as somthing
illegal might develop and cause corn-
(Continued From 'First Page.) plications. He was then directed to
  --A- have these new measures drawn and
twer-y oi.. grovei ir u6e r ady for prc.:,entation to th,..
on the streets. men this evening • for intial enact-
There are many places that need re- meat.
pairing in the brick streets on Fifth, A telegram .as ordered sent to the
Fourth, Third and Scond streets, and St. Louis Street Flushing Machine
the city solicitor was ordered to serve company, notifying them to send at
legal notice on Contractor Ed C. once the street cleaning machine
Terrell, who constructed the urn-
.roved thoroughfares several years
ago. This notice is to the effect
(hat if he does not repair the bad
.1,11,acpi. within _a. pertain time. 
.Will do it, and then make him par
for it, because there has not yet ex-
pired the five y-carrs period during
which time he is to keep the streeti
in good shape, following completion
-of the work.
City Engineer Washington reported
to the board that 2oo feet of the un-
-derground piping had been laid, lead
ing from Third and Harrison streets,
-down to the rivee's edge, and that
the balance wound e laid within the
rext few days, unless inclement
weather prevented The completiov,
The piping is that laid especially to
ielrain off the waer which accummu•
lates around Harrison at Third
street.
S. Fels and company asked the
'board for permission to let boxes sic
out upon the Jefferson street side of
'their wholesale dry goods establish-
ment at Third and Jefferson. This
was refused, because the boxes would
block the pavement, and thereby the
•ordinance preventing obstructions
from standing out on a public thor-
oughfare.
There are a number of awning
frames on Broadway and other
streets that are lower than allowed by
law. Street Inspector Elliott was
directed to see that those hei.ver than
permitted be raised to the legal
.heighth. They ace so low people can-
not pass underneath on the side-
walk with umbrellas raised.
There is a tree standing in from
of Richard TerreM's home on Ken-
tucky avenue between Fifth and
Sixth streets, and he wants the city
to 'move it when the concrete side-
walks are laid along there. The engi-
reer finds that the tree is not where
th pavement will run, but in the
plot where the grass will be along-
side the sidewalk, hence it can re-
main etanding, not being in the way.
'The board refused to have the tree
moved at the city's cost.
Street Inspector Elliott was di-
rec'ed to notify all contractors that
they must remove inside of twenty-
four hours all material, plunder and
debris not actually used in construct-
ing buildings, sewers, sidewalks, etc
For instance if a contractor is finish-
ing up a building, he will have it
cleaned out and the trash thrown on-
to sidewalk or street where it lays
for days. or leave old boxes, barrels,
old mortar or sand OR The streets.
The street contractors will pitch use-
less brick and broken pipe into a
pile on the public thoroughfare and
leave it. All trash piles and material
vot used must not remain on the
streets or alleyways longer than
twenty-four hours, under penalty of
fnc for obstructing the public high-
ways.
The street inspector was directed
to examine the iron "shut-off" boxes
maintained in sidewalks and if the,c
'boxes protrude above the pavement
they arc •o be lowered, in order to
rrevent anyone falling or hurting
themselves and then suing the city
for damages. The boxes cover the
.epening down through which the gas
and water people stick their long key
to turn on andoff the water and gas
suply.
City Engineer.  Washineton was in-
structed to select several places
the corners designated for drink-
ing hydrants to furnish water forboth
human and beast. Just as soon as
'he selects the points the fountains
Or hydrants will be bought and put
in position for service.
John W. Holmes, who is•ge-rtmg-
they want to st.11 the board of works,
and which outfit will be brought here
for a test before negotiations looking
-towards purchase of the machine are
losct4- iLsived _bait_ 011ie
other outfit here now, so it can be
tested against the machine -the St.
Louis Sanitary Street Cleaning Ma•
chine company now has in the city.
ALDRICH Tr. o7, TO
_; DEAR TRUST
Has Warm Words With Congress-
men James, Trimble and
Gaines.
Washington, June 2o.—There was
slight exchange of wbrds in the sen-
ate committee yesterday when the to-
bacco bill hearing was. postponed.
Representatives James, Trimble and
John Wesley Gaines were in the com-
mittee room waiting to be heard
when Senator Aldrich entered. "There
will be no hearing today," he said
cur ly. The three congressmen, whe
bad gone to the trouble of elaborate
preparations demanded the reason
why. "When I get ready for a hear-
ing I will notify you," said Aldrich,
savagely.
"That is not the point. We wan'
to know right now when we are t..)
have a hearing," demanded James.
Aldrich the great exponent of all
trusts, including -the tobacco trust, re-
peated that when he got ready for a
hearing he would give notice. The
three angriest men in Washington
were James, Trimble and Gaines
when they left th-e committee room.
They are now certain that the tobac-
co bill of so enteoh interest to in-
dependent growers, is dead.
Intend to Protect South.
New York, June 2o.—Dr. A. 11
Doty, health officer of the Port of
New York, said yesterday that the
new quarantine regulations affecting
Cuban ports will go into effect on
Satin-dray next, and will be enforced
to the letter. Under these reg-ula-
tiorre all passengers on steamships
from Havana and other Cuban ports
must, on arrival, produce certificates
showing that they are immune from
yellow fever. Their failure to do so
will mean that they will be held for
observation until five days have elap-
sed since their departure from Cuba.
"The new regulations are intend
itlei keep yellow fever out of our
southern states," ea id Dr. Doty.
"For instance, a person with the
fever in his system may come from
.Havana in three days, and if allowed
to land, can, by taking a fast train
be in New Orleans before the expira-
tion of the five day limit. Hence
the necessity of keeping all bus im-
Mtn eS under observation for that
period. New York is, of coursie% in
no danger, for there are no yellow
fever mosquitoes heter. It is differ-
ent in the south. however. We have
got to protect that section of the
country. and that is exactly what the
'new regulation is intended to ac-
Anti Saloon Movement in East Ten-
nessee.
Koxvile, Tenn., June 2o.—W- R
Hamilton 'ha, become president for
East Tennessee of the Anti-Saloon
League and has begun a resolute
nioveement tn effect organization for
the league throughout this section.
staves filial every 'county in East
Tennessee will be or ga nri re cl and
that the league will "ee placed on a
firm -working basis. Sunday at Lons
dale a league with fifty member
was organized, and it is said tha
other leagues will be formed in tin
THE Nv OODEN WOMAN. TOWN-BOOMING
1-10W SOME PEOPLE LEARNED 
IN THE WEST. E
HER THOUGHTS.
BY I. 1.FRIED/LAX.
The occupants of the other apart-
ments in the tenement called her the
" Tisf, nr0kItiOn PU
her Lace, when never changed, was
woodeny, and even when she moved
about she seemed to be carved out tit
wood.
In the summer when the weather
was pleasant she sat outside on the
steps, her hands folded in her lap, as if
she saw nothing of the life that was go-
ing on around her, as if she were com-
pletely absorbed by something that
was going on in her mind—her mind that
everybody thought was as vacant as the
stare in her eyes.
Whenever the weather was unpleasan
or cold she sat in her kitchen with her
hands folded in her lap, the same vacant
stare in ar big, calm eyes. This kitchen
Itself was a dark, windowless room, cut
off from all light by the surrounding
walls, but she kept it scrupulously clean,
and somehow it wore a cheerful air
even though she was forced to keep the
lamp burning there by day as well as by
eight in order to see.
Moreover, this kitchen contained a
hand-made, hand-carved cupboard—
tilled with old china that sparkled like
polished brass—in which she seemed
to take a particular delight, for her va-
cant stare was always turned toward it
as if it were filled with associations of
happier days instead of plates and
saucers. Over the cupboard a clock
ticked away—ticked away like her own
Life, monotonously, Without the slight-
est variation, but with a certain ma-
chine-like tranquillity and content_
"If the clock and Mrs. Kirkwood were
to change places," said one of her neigh-
bors to another, "I don't think either
would know it."
The wooden woman had lived In the
tenement for nearly a year and she was
never known to say more than "gooti
morning" or "good night" to anybody.
not even to her two roomers, who nevei
attempted to break in on her reserve,
appreciating the fact that they had a
Landlady who neverinterfered with then
privacy, if people talked to her she
Widened with the fixed, vacant expres-
sion of the deaf, as if she hadn't heard,
nodded as if she understood, but gave no
reply.
Once a prying visitor offered to buy
her cupboard—a proposition that actual-
ly shocked the wooden woman into life;
for she changed color, moved her hands
up to her face as if to ward off a blow and
said plaintively: "Sell my cupboard!
How cant? My husband made it!"
"Your husband is a carpenter, then?"
asked the visitor.
"Yes, a carpenter and a sailor."
"Where is he now?"
The wooden woman let the question
pass unanswered, her banis folded in
her lap, her eyes closed as if by speak-
Ire; she had committed a cardinal sin
and as If she were still appalled by the
sound of her own voice.
One day the owner of the tenement
hired the wooden woman, who was very
poor, to do some scrubbing for him in
another building that he owned in the
neighborhood. But she had scarcely
started to her task when she was over
come by the fear that her roomers might
return home in the evening before she
did and not find the halt lamp lighted.
So she rushed back to her kitchen and
sat there all day, with her hands folded,
listening to the tick of the remorseless
clock.
Whenever she left her home, whenever
she stepped outside of the circle that
habit had drawn around her and within
which it had fixed her, she becarne as
panic-stricken, as lost as if she had been
removed beyond the borders of civilise-
Lion and dropped in the heart of an AM-
can jungle.
When the spring came the tenement
was surprised one day to hear the sound
of a woman's voice talking blithely and
gayly in airs. Kirkwood's apartment
When that same voice burst into rap
turous song the tenement was all &store
iskraent. But how can one express the
tenementls amazement when it came to
recognize that the voice belonged to
none other than Mrs. Kirkwood herself?
Had she gone crazy?
Mrs. Kirkwood's roomers set the fears
of the tenement at rest; the wooden
woman's husband had come home lines,
pectedly late the night bsfore, and his
wife was supremely, inexpressibly hap-
py—nothing more.
A thousand questions were asked the
4the plans and specifications providin1g
for enlargement of the mi.nicteal el 'e-
erie lighting plant gas.: notice that he
was ready to submit his drawings.
but the matter was not taker. -.Ip.
Sonic of the light committee are on
ehc fire committee, which was holding
A. meeting opening bidi for new fire
_lion.. at the same hour the _hoard of
works was transacitirtr busin:iss,
therefore it was decided a special
meeting be held by the board and
-committees to eo over the plans
'which arc ready.
Some months ago ordinances were
-adopted by the legislative boards,
providing that Haye3 avenue and
Sowell street, in Mechanicsburg, be
-improved by grading and graveling
them. The time 'emit in which the
work had to be do re was placed at
cn7y a few weeks later than the date
the measures were introdit:ed for
.passage, therefore by time :he hills
were finally enacted there was not
time sufficient left f r the improve-
ment to he comp- eel within the
tiliecified date. ThcJ board of works
sent the ordinances tack to the leg:s-
iators for re-enacon t ivith a new
tehturie-- extending ties 'me limit. Tb
e..ouncil, did this DI tiOn ' Mon
. .
u
Low Rates to Ashville, N. C., and
Return.
On account of the conference Or
the Young People', Missionary As-
sociation at Ashville. .N. C., South-
ern Railway will sell excursion tick-
ets to Ashville at rate of one first
class fare plus rtwenty-five cents for
the rouncl trip on June 26, 27 and 28
with return limit of July tot 1906.
"The Land of the Sky" county is
attractive at ill times and especially
at this seaeon of the year. The
glory of the natural surroundings i=
at its height. The Southern Railway
traverses the banks of the French
Broad, river for many miles on route
to Ashville. The I9CC Wry oft this
111011n tai Woo region and the del i gh t-
Oil temperature are unsurpassed.
For further information, address
any tioldet agent of the Southern
Railway or
C. H. Hungerfocd. D. P. A.. No.
234 Fourth avenue, Louisville, Ky.
Bowling Green, Ky.— K entucky
Educational Association. Dates of
sale June Ifith and 19th tool& limited
to June 23rd, 1906. Round trip rate
45- •
AliVe [Alan  FId.L1 LflI Z%JI
Alaska? Had he made his fortune
there? Had he teen In India? Was he
going to remain in America or go back
with his wife whence he had come? The
ro-,r-ter shrugged his shoulders. derlar
ing he knew nothing about the meter.
Mrs. Kirkwood was rarely at home
now. She was trotting about with her
husband day and night, to the theaters,
to the restaurants, downtown on er-
rands, to the North side on visits, whet.-
ever he had a mind to take her, and
seemed to have a mind to take her every-
where. The wooden woman was as
completely transfbrmed as if 80 years
had been suddenly subtracted from her
age and she had been restored ebbe,
girlhood.
Then one fine day the tenement
learned from the roomer that the hue.
band had gone to parts unknown.
Gradually Mrs. Kirkwood was changed
back into t.4_e wooden woman. Hem
@tinge ceatte-d; her laughter became
lbwer and lower, then it died awdy
altogether; she spoke less and less
then not at all. She oat in het
clean, windowless kitchen the live-
long day, with hands folded, the old Vie.
cant stare in her eyes.
The tenement no loafer wonders
abent what she is thinking Cr toward
what the vacant stare la big. alm
'eyes is dlreeted.—Cbleag6 Nowa.
Wililam 0. Watson, a well-known xcursioll.
-lawyer, of Oklahoma City, gives the ap
pended illustration of one of the meth
ode adopted to boom a town into 
-
, St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack-exist.
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion oet of Paducah.
For the Round Trip to
of 'overnight booming,' I remember was 8,00 Tennessee riser & return
the town of Laaewaek. If you will go
about six miles east of Oklahoma City,
you will see a mail crane hanging be-
side the track, while, stretching on every
side as far as you can see, just plain prai-
rie, with hardly a house in sight, This
is Lanowack. The promoter, who had
been hanging around for sometime, sud-
dantr
land and tacked the name on it. He
was a boomer, one of the real sort who
'saki mall anything they got their
hands on.
"A blind man could see that there
was no town there, and nothing to
make a town, but it was the promoter's
business to sell Just such impossibili-
ties, and the way he did it proved him
• master of his art. The Mr. Col.
Sellers who was doing the business
there decided that a certain German
settlement in northwest Kansas was
looking for just such a city as he had
to offer, and he went up to visit them.
He tarried • week, talked Lanowack
and painted rainbows for the moneyed
farmers who used to 'Hock der kaiser!'
Best country in the world and lots
of it, he told them; soil peculiarly fit-
ted for raising cotton, corn, wheat,
011121, rye, hay, turnips, radishes, pars-
nips, children, Indian's and, In fact, 
anythingthat a Christian gentleman
has a right to ask for on this lowly
footstool. Yes, and right in the
ecnnitzels was Lanowack—high, dry
and healthful. the ...mania of the west,
ne promoter knew his men and
his business. After he had sltmg on
the beautiful red paint, he backed up
his special train to the station. The
Germans filled their pockets with the
green goods and tumbled in. They
were not going down as settlers, but
merely as investors, who would reap
the harvest as soon as the people
rushed in from the east and built up
the town, as they were sure to do.
They were getting in on the ground
door. Of course they never suspected
that the promoter was in the eellar.
"The train passed throt.gh Lanowack
In the night, and the investors tumbled
out at Oklahoma City. At break of
day the boomer had his braes hand on
the street, and every saloon in town
was thrown open to the prospective
owners of Lanowack, the coming me-
trowels of the southwest. The visi-
tors would be marched into one sa-
loon while the hand outside played
'Die Vl'ach am Rhein, and then they
would move on to another.
"By the time they were halfway
through the rounds, it was decided
that Lanowack was the beet proposition
before the American people, and the
promoter was voted the saven of the
German citizen. He stood .. well and
Immediately got the crowd on hoard
the train, and they visited Lanowack.
"The engineer stopped at the mail
crane that was all of Lenowack that
existed at that time, as to-day. But
the crowd was delightful There was
the ground, just as the boomer had
said; there was the country stretching
round stout. The air was light and
healthful, and the map wnich the rro.
moter spread out before them showed
the location of she port elk, the
courthouse and federal building. Be
sides, there was the brass band and
the raOroad. and the kegs in the bag
gage car, which had been brought
along, as Lenowack lacked a well at
the time and the water works had not
yet been installed.
"The lots were put up. at auction,
and went like hot cakes, at pricer
ranging from $25 to $100, according to
their proximity to the 'courthouse' ot
'federal building.' or some other irn.
portant municipal edifice calculated to
attract traffic. Business was good
The promoter was sorry he had not
bought two quarter sections, as then
Lanowack would have been twice as
large--on the map. After everything
had been sold, the train pulled back
Into Oklahoma City, where ...ere were
more drinks, and everybody went to
bed richer by far than when he first
arrived in town.
"The promoter cleaned up some
. es- etite--$14000-aue-e4-the-iterel,  otter
SACO :
"IC is nearly ten years," he says, "since
the country hereabouts has been, what
you might call, 'on the boom,' but it has .
beim ten years since this professionalls
town boomers quit us. The last instance
It is a trip of plearore, comfort
and rest; good service, good table
good roams, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
F_c_ire_ other_ jr_iforistAtion _apply to _TIM
Koger, superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent.





will care that awful pain
NHas cured others, will cure you,
C4111 On us, or Phone 38 or 237 and
we will gladly tell wou about it
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.'
Seventh and Jackson St 'Phone 137,





Will be keenly aleyreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
They never fail to
GI • E QUICK
RELIEF.







Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, 128
North Fifth, Both Phones 355.




ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE






Leave Nortonville  











Arrive New Orleans 
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. 103
Cincinnati  8:20 cm. 6:00 p.m.
13:01 p.m. 9:40 P.m.
6:30 pin.
2:28 p.m. 12:08 am.
3:30 p.m. 1:03 a.m.
4:08 p.m. 1:40 a.m.
12:50 p.m. 4:40 P.m.
•• 7:00 p.m.
9:45 p.m.
4:55 .in. 2:27 am.
6:10 p.m. 3:40 dm.
6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m.
7:20 p.m. 450 cm.
8:06 pm. 5.51 a.m.
8:13 p.m. 6:oi a.m.
735 a.m.
1.10 p.m. 8:20 a.m

















Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 










Arrive Central City 



































































NORTH BOUND No. 306 No. ope
Leave Paducah  12:40 p.m. 4:20 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale  4:25 Pm, 8:40 PAM
Arrive Chicago  6.3o a.m. 6:3o a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  8:3o p.m. 7:20 a.m. • • • 
SOUTH SOUND No 305 No. 375
Leave St. Louis  7:45 a-to 9:40 p.m.
Leave Chicago  2:50 a.m. 6:30 p.m.
Leave Cabondale  11 :40 2.10 7:05 a.m,
Arrive Paducah  3:35 p.m. t i :oo a.m.
CAIRO-NASHVILLE LIM
paying for his train, band, beer and
other expenses. About a year after-
ward I met one of the Germans, and
rather sympathized with him for the
way he had been taken in, but it was
pity wasted. •
" 'Vy," he said. 've gets ter see dem
coontry, ye Thas pig railroad rite, al,
der peer ve vents, oar flue moosick ame
der teethe yr-tattoo, unit id only cost
huntret dolls. Id vas virt id.' "---N.
Weekly.
Poor Speaker.
H. L. Dawes, the distinguished Mate
sachusetts lawyer, In his young man-
hood was an indifferent tpeaker. Par-
ticipating in a law case goon after his
admission to the bar, before a North Ad-
ams justice of the peace, Dawes was op-
posed by an older attorney, whose elo-
tuence attracted • large crowd that
packed the courtroom. 'i he justice was
freely perspiring and, drawing off his
/Oa/ in the midst of the lawyer's elo-
quent address, he said: "Mr. Attorney,
supposing you alt down and let Dawes be-
gin to speak. i want to thin out this
crowd."
Custom General.•
The enetorn of giving Christrans




NOWT BOUND tos-Rot 335-835
Leave Nashville  8:to a.m.  
Leave Hopkinsville  11:30 a.m. . 6:40 a.m.  .
Leave Princeton  a:3.5 p.m. 7:45 am.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 p.m. 9:25 a.m.
Leave Paducah  6:15 p.m. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 p.m. 17:10 a.m.
Arrive St. Louis  720 a.m. 4:3o pile
Arrive Chicagpo  6:30 a.m. 9:30 P.m._ 
SOUTH BOUND 122-822
Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m.
Leave St.Louis  9:40 
p.m.
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m.
Arrive Paducah  7:45 a.m.
Leave Paducah  7:50 a.m.












Trains marked (*) run deity except Sunday. All other trains rue
daily. Trains on and tog carry through sleepers between Cincinnati,
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 103 sleepers between Loulis-
'Ole, Memphis and New Orleans. Ttains Rot and 822 sleepers between
Paclacah and St. Louis. Train Sox connects at East Caito with Chicago
el per. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Paducah, Ey.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lotisville, ICy,
JOHN A, SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tem
FiSTCH, G. P. A., Mew, pictotes.














PLAYS AND GAMES WITH WHICH
TO AMUSE.
Meyer Scheme for Place-Cards—Un-
naual Way to Arrange Partners
at Informal Evening Affair—
Pretty Table at a Birth-
day Party.
A Souvenir Postal Card Party.
Nearly every town of any size has
Its own individual postale, and ia this
day and generation everyone is the re-
elpient of many of these charming re-
Minders of travel, both at home and
abroad. Something origlual in the way
Of entertaining for either dinner,
luncheon or "afternoon" was given by
the hostess when she planned this &1
fair.
Th rooms were decorated with post-
ale fastened together by holes punched
In the corners and ribbons run through
them. Panels were formed in this
way and made a most effective decora-
tion. Cards were stuck in picture
, Lames, placed on tables, on the man-
tels and every spot where they would
attract attention. These cards were
topics of conversation which was very
ania.s.ted. "Do you remember" and
"that reminds me" were expressions
heard on all aides.
Invitation' were sent out on local
souvenir cards. Then for "place cards"
at this luncheon the hostess had
mailed cards to each guest, ten in
number, addressing them to her own
house number. By these they found
their plates at the table. Each one
was asked to come prepared to relate
some incident of travel, either "hu-
morous," "startling" or "pathetic." A
vote was taken as to the best story
In each class, souvenirs were awarded
Inexpensive articles which the hostess
had collected with this party in mind
Souvenir spoons were used and the ta-
ble linen came from Ireland.
The menu consisted of grape fruP,
creamed potatoes served in ramekins,
whoie wheat bread, cherry salad made
by replacing the pits of California
chatries with hazel nuts, serving it on
bead lettuce leaves with • rich may-
onnaise dressing, and cheese wafers;
Ice ereani was served in halves of can-
e with small cakes. The bon-
bons were in dress-suit case boxes, and
the almonds in miniature band-boxes,
which the guests were given for fa-
vors. Iced tea was the beverage, with
a bit of lemon and a candied cherry
In it.
Fun with Soap Bubbles.
Here is a pretty way to amuse one
child, or any number of children.
Cover sewing tables with an old blan-
ket, or any soft material that will
make soft pad. Then procure little
bowls of blue, yellow, or the so-called
"Dutch" ware, a quantity of clay pipes
and several bolts of baby ribbon—the
penny-a-yard quality will do.
Wind the pipe stems with ribbon,
tying a Jaunty bow at the bowl. Of
course It will get wet, but it looks
pretty when the pipes are passed. Fill
the bowls with a mixture made from
boiling shaved castile soap with water,
to every pint of this liquid add one
teaspoon of glycerine. This formula
always produces the largest and most
gorgeous bubbles imaginable.
Offer prizes for the bubbles lasting
the longest; for the one with the moat
vivid coloring, and for the one largest
In circumference. By the way, grown
people have been known to indulge in
"soap-bubble parties" with great sat-
'start Ion They may be blown or
fanlied about the room, and it is a
beautiful sight to see 26 or 30 of them
In the air at the same time.
An entertainment which furnishei
amusement for a young people's frle!-
ety or club is a corn party. Invita-
tions were issued and everyone won-
dered what the affair could be. "Do
we eat it, pop it, or what?" No satis-
factory replies were given; those in
the secret kept the facts to themselves,
so all the expectant guests could
was to wait and see
When the date arrived. the TOMS
were Mond decorated with ears of red
and white corn; they hung as a frieze,
(mm grill-work, from gas Jets, and
portieres were made from corn ker.
nels strung on a heavy thread. The
kernels were first soaked in lye te
IIK)ften for the needle. 
A lens basket filled with ears ol
corn, each -tied at the large end wit)
ribbon, were passed to each guest with
the request to count the kernels
Wooden plates were furnished on
which to put the shelled corn.. Afield
all bad finished counting a memornn-
dum was taken, then the contents of
each plate were emptied into a large
bowl, which was conspicuously placed
In the hall. and each person requested
to guese the number of grains of corn
In the bowl. A record was kept el
each guest. An account was taken
and the two who had come nearest the
correct number were awarded *ism
The refreshments were hulled corn,
Served in bowls with Jersey cieam and
sugar; hot corn muffins, with maple
syrup; popcorn, doughnuts and coffee
A hostose who wished for some.
thing new in the way of place cards
for the six guests whom she had
asked to lunch with her, devised this
clever scheme. She set about Mustn't-
Ifig each girl's especial fad or individ-
ualism by pictdree. which she mount-
ed and marked with the date, but no
name.
One girl had a fashion of sitting
Turkish fashion on the floor, and an
advertisement was found to suit this
ease to. perfection. The golf girl was
easy, also the boating girl; the eques-
trienne was peon provided for, as wag
HIS FRIEND ED.
HOW THINGS LOOKED TO TOMMY
LATEB, ON.
I One of the nicest boys in the office
is Tommy Swikehart, but how he used
! to bore us about his friend, Ed. Kemp'
ley, when he first blew in from where
the tall grass waves. You ought to
have seen him then. Honest, he looked
as if he was just going to do a vaude-
ville stunt and was dressed for the
part I didn't think they made that
kind of clothes any more, even in
Lichtenburg, where Tommy same
from.
Wattles, the manager, turned the kid
over to me, to give him pointers on
the work. Then he noticed Tommy's
shier_ black satchel, w' re he'd laid it
down. "Where are you going to stay?"
he asked, and Tommy looked bewil-
dered and said he hadn't found out
yet "You take the afternoon off and
find him a place, Sumter," says Wat-
tles to me; and so that's how he came
to be my roommate.
"I guess I'm pretty green," says
Tommy, as he toddled along with me
to the joint "Ed. Kernpley told me
that the cowe'd eat me if they saw me
on the street. Ed's been here twice."
"Who's Ed?" I asked.
"Ed's my friend back in Lichen.
burg," he says. It might have been,
"Ed's Op prince of Wales and all the
royal family," from the way he said
it. "His father runs the bank there,"
Its went an, "and Ed's in the bank
now. We always run together a goo
deal. They don't make any smarter
fellers than him."
"Oh, you'll catch on, all right." I
told him. I kind of took a fancy to
him, you know. He looked at you like
a lost dog that's found somebody to
pat hint—kind of scared and yet as if
he trusted you and was tiokled to
death anyway. He thought the room
was the greatest ever, although Ed.
had a mighty lane room all to himself
in his father's "residence." •
"I took him around to a barber
shop when we'd settled about the
room. His hair was lopping down
over his coat collar behind. Then we
went back to the room and I showed
him bow to tie his necktie. He had
the ends just pushed up under the
collar in front and then brought down
through the loop without going &mind
the neck at all. You know thu way.
No, he didn't mind me telling him.
Ed. always told him things like that
Ed. was a dandy dreaser--spent more
money on his clothes than any feller
in town—or his father did for him.
Well, he certainly looked a whole
lot better when I got through with
him. And in • couple of months you
wouldn't have known him for the
same boy. He caught on all right.
Not that he tried to put on agony. He
wasn't that sort of t. chap. But he
kept his eyes open, and he soon got
to know what was what. The new snit
he got, when he got one, was a peach.
, He quit talking In the Rube way be
did at first. But the boys joshed him
a lot. They all liked him, though. He
was just as chummy as could be with
everybody, from Wattles down te
Pete, the janitor.
But It was funny to hear him.
We'd be talking about something—it
wouldn't much matter what—when
Tommy would chirp up: "A friend of
mine back in Lichenburg, Ed. Kemp-
It wasn't any use trying to break
him of it. He'd prattle on about the
admirable Ed. in spite of anything.
Ed. could do this, and Ed. could do
that; Ed. was so-and-so and 'tether.
And his face would be all of a glow
with pride. You didn't have the heart
to stop him.
He wrote to Ed. about once a week
--when he wrote to his folks, hut
there was only one time I ever heard
him ray anything about getting a let-
cr him and that same night I
,aw him slip something into an en-
velope that looked to me like a money
order, though I couldn't swear to it
So I had Ed. pushed at me for close
in to three years—and then Ed. came
rip to Chicago for a visit.
never saw anybody so excited
about anything in all my life as Tom-
my was over the news that Ed. was
corning. lie couldn't eat; he couldn't
keep still. He hurried to see Mrs.
Darker about a room for El. And
he ev'en arranged to take him to din-
ner and then to the theater; then he
was going to treat me to a slight of the
plinginr-=-11-7 cared to sit up—and, of
course, I did.
It was close on to 12 o'clock when
he got back. He rapped at the door
and as he entered I started back al-
most scared. He looked pale and
queer and had that old-dog look that
seemed to say 'Don't hit me, please."
Then he said: "Bob, this is my
friend, Ed."
So that was Ed.—that flashily
dressed, pig eyed, loud-mouthed, cheap,
jay sport! That was what he was,
It was kind of pitiful to see the
way Tommy tried to head him eff and
steer him where be thought the fel-
low might shine. If he bad had any
good points about hi" Tommy would
certainly have brought 'em out But
it wasn't any use, and I could see
Tommy knew it wasn't, and was all
broke un over it.
Ed. stayed a week. and Tommy
stuck to him like a brother. There
...asn't anything he didn't do to make
that skate have a good time. He
might have showed him off, but he
didn't, and be bragged about him
worse than ever—for a time.
He said to me: "Ed. bat changed
some, but that boy ban got 'It heart
'lie an ax." .:11OP sighed.
"You're off, Tommy," I said.
sn't changed. It's you. You've
eh.. eyes open since you .e
aera."--Chkag0 Dali, News. _
Hare Important
"Ah! Mrs. Newcomb," said the up-
pish Mrs. Subbubs, "my many social
duties have prevented me from calling
upon you as I should. However, I
will surely return your visit some
day--"
"Oh! that doesn't matter much." re-
plied Mrs. Neweomb, promptly, "but I
do wish you'd return the groceries
you've borrowed from time to time."—
Philadelphia Press.
An Expensive Age.
Father (looking over the paper)-1
More bad news. A hitherto unknown
frog pond has been discovered in Con
tral Africa.
Mother—What is that to us?
Father—What is that to us! II
means that every one of our eight chil-
dren will have to have a new and re-
vised edition of-,Highpraee's geography.
—N. Y. Weekly.
Pa's Language.
"Of course, Tommy," said the new
minister, "you believe there is such a
place as hell?"
"Yes, sir," replied little Tommy
Hardman, "that's what pa sez, any-
how."
"Indeed? What did he say about It',
"Oh! he don't say anything about it.
He just sez it."--Philadelphia Press.
Serious.
Mrs. Bubble—Oh, James, that young
De Gaul has eloped with our daughter!
Mr. Bubble—Well, let 'em go. He
can have her.
Mrs. Bubble—They went in your au-
tomobile and—
Bubble--Great Scott! why didn'
you say so at first? Telephone to the
police at once!—Cleveland Leader.
He Knew the Ropes.
"Glad to welcome you into our little
family. Mr. Newcome," said Mrs. Marv-
em. "Our boarders almost invariably
get fat."
"Yee I replied the new boarder, who
was r 'however. new to board fag, "I've
noticed the same thing in most boarding
houses. It's cheaper than meat, isn't it.
ma am?"—Philadelptia Press.
Flight of Time.
"Myra, dear," called the anxious
mother from the head of the stairs as the
clock in the hall struck the midnight
hour. "have you any idea how late it is?"
"Yes, mamma." answered the dutiful
daughter, who was plump, fair and 32;
"but it's better late than never. George
Is busy measuring my finger for the
ring."—Chicago News.
Confidence Game.
"I've seen a good many balloon as-
censions," said the star boarder, "and
they were all fakes."
"Didn't they go up all right!" asked
one of the other boarders.
"Yes, but they were so tame. I've
never seen a balloonist get even the
slightest fall."—Chicago Tribune.
That Magnanimity.
First I'ootpad—No; 'de guy wuz big-
ger dan I fought, an' he wouldn't cough
up.
Second Footpad—An' what did yousi
do?
First Footpad—Oh, T displayed some
of dat Japanese magnanimity an' let him
go.—Chicago Sun.
Domestic Needs.
Husband—Anything yeti want down-
town to-day, my dear? Shall I order
some more of that self-raising flour?
Wife—We have plenty left; but I
wish you would stop at an intelligence
office and order me a self-rising serv-
ant girl.—N. Y. Weekly,
Pastoral.
Mery hal a littTe Iamb
i'pon a famed excursion.
But Mary only sighed and wept
Because he wasn't Persian,
—N. Y. Sun.
A GREAT PROTECTION.
Sambo gets caught in the rain without
his umbrella.
How be solves the problem.—Philadel-
phia Press.
Not His Fault
• I tried to kiss the rosy cheek,
Beneath that charming bonnet.
 And yet I failed; I only touched
The line complexion on it.
Modern Convenience,
Little Girl (in chorch)—Why does so
many people put those little envelopes
on th' contribution plate?
Little Boy—Thern's to keep the pen-
nies from makin' so much noise.—N.
Y. Weekly.
Stele.
Stubb—There ga's Miss Flasher.
Says. she is Just back from Newport
and her complexion is as brown as a
nut.
Penn—Yes, • chestnut. —Chicago
News.
Th 1 f 7 Girl.
Her—I'd never Jerry a penullese
French or British duke.
Wit titatkYad for ran.
Her—Not if I could get en Ameriesin
or coal r,,n, I mean.—Chicago ,
EMS BYES.
Flowers are her garden's eyes'
They watch for her alone
Within whose smile there Use
A beauty like her own;
Their fragrant lids they ope
In haste at morn to see
Her who is all their hope.
So fair is she:
Stars are her heaven's eyes—
They watch her while she sleeps.
Lilies of paradise!
White pearls in azure deeps!
For her their glow and gleam
Throughout the tranquil night,
Bringing the lovely dream
For her delight.
Nor flowers nor stars are eyes
For me. I follow one—
Her lover—shadow-wise,
Companion to the sun!
Her eyes, both flower and star.
In loveliness outshine;
Mirrors of Love they are.
Reflecting mine!




By CHARLES BATTELL LOOMIS
(Author of " Cheerful Americans," etc.)
(Copyright, igo3, by Joseph B. Bowles.)
"Yes, Sir, I'm going to Chicago on
business," said Binkersley to a rubur-
banite who had stopned in to buy a pair
of gloves. "It's qu'te an expense, but
my wife thinks I'll get it back in health.
Chicago is quite a bustling city, so I've
always heard, and I may get ideas for
my business. Castor gloves? No, we're
all out of those just sow. How would
you go to Chicago? What train?"
"Why, there are a half dozen ways,"
said the suburbanite, who was a trav-
eling man. "Why don't you gets pass?"
"Me get a pass?" said the little store-
keeper. "No, sir. I've always paid my
way."
"That's all right," said the traveling
man; "but you know these railroad cor-
porations are soullees affairs, and if you
can get a pass, I'd do it."
"Well, how do you Co it? Don't you
have to be rich?"
The suburbanite was something of a
practical joker and he saw that Binkers-
ley was already inoculated with "pass
fever," so he said:
"Rich? No. It all depends on the way
it's done. Let me concoct a letter for
you. The general passenger agent of
the eight-track road is a jolly fellow
and if you hit him right he may pass
you all the way to Chicago, and then
you can do him a good turn by crying
up the read whenever you sell a pair
of socks. See?"
"Why, certainly," said the tradesman.
quite delighted with the prospect. "I'll
advertise his road, and may be worth a
great deal to'him before I get through."
"That's the idea exactly. You let me
write the letter and then you copy it."
So the waggish customer sat down to
his desk and wrote as follows:
Mr. J. C. Gregory.—Dear Sir: I am near-
ly $5 and I have rever let a man par my'
fare even on a street car. Now I'm going
to Chicago. Do you think I will let 3 ou
send me a pass? If you do, Just try it
and see what I will do with it. You will
find my address on the beading, and any
time you want socks or gcnt:eman's fur-
nishings, drop in. Be quite sure that even
if y cu did send me a pass I would never
Pay a thing about you road, as I think all
roads are monopolies. Yours,
JOSEPH BINKERSI.F.Y.
"There!" said the customer when he
read what he had written, "Gregory will
either think you're a crank or a very
clever man. If it hits him all right you'll
get a pass, and I'll have saved you $20."
"Say, this is awfully nice of you," said
Binkersley. "Have a dress shirt?"
"Thanks, but I only wanted to buys
(awe g •
"WIEN WHAT DID YOU COME FuR,"
pair of gloves, and you're out of those
you say."
"You don't understand me. I want
you to accept a shirt. I never would
have thought of trying to get a pass.
I'll save at least $20, and I like to feel
Independent. Take a shirt along."
"Oh, you want me to have a shirt on
you."
"No, on yourself," said Bithersley, to
whom humor is an unknown quantity.
The suburbanite allowed himself to
be "blown off" to an open front dress
shirt and a pair of patent cuff clips, and
then be departed, smiling inwardly.
After the customer had gone linkers-
ley copied the Aetter in his own hand
and mailed it.
Next morning in Binkersley's mall
was a letter from the general passenger
agent. It was Short but In the same
vein as that which Binkersley had sent
It ran:
T t you don't want to break that reoord of
yotirs on passe., you'd better not come up
to my oflit e and have a talk with me 011
,witaat ex you out oo yuirkramaqs bar it.
When Binkersley read this he was
"rprhiene I at flrL it looked a little like
caL 'then he handedit to Ilk;
tine emu aim wnat ne teonget or It.
Now the clerk was a wide-awak New
Yorker and he said at once:
"He isn't going to do a thing but give
you a pass. You go up and see him."
So Binkersley went up to the offices
of the railroad company and asked to
see the passenger agent. The passenger
agent had gone out to lunch.
"Pshaw!" said Binkersley in a nettled
tone. "I came here expressly to see him.
It is on business that is important to
him. Something relating to the road."
Binkersley said this so sincerely and
looked so as if he had come a thousand
miles, that the clerk, who was a new one,
asked him in to one of the inner offices
and settled him ccurfor ably and offered
him a cigar from the agent's box, and
Binkersley the little "gent's goods" man
sat back in a swivel chair and smoked
a perfecto that tasted very strange to
him, and felt that he was -Tactically one
-ot-thwartgla -crtnrints—cd—rtre-rcrart--
He sat there until be w ns so hungry
he didn't know whet to do and then he
asked where the r-ilroad restaurant
was, and he went down theri nicasing
to spend at least a (planer on his lunch,
but it locked so very swell that he felt
It would be small IT. 1.:713 to spend less
than a dollar, and that is what the lunch
coat him, exclusive of the tip. He had
no change smaller t)oer a half dollar, so
he asked the waiter to change the silver
for him, and that obliging fellow
brought back two quer:ars, which was in
the nature of a hire And Binkersley
took it—that is, he gave a quarter to
the waiter.
After lunch he "felt file." and he went
up to the oMces atc-in.
"Very sorry, sir," said the clerk, "but
we've just received a telephene from
Mr. Gregory and he won't he back until
to-morrow or next day. He's called
out of town."
Binkersley was disappointed, but he
was a philosophicel sort of chap and
be had had a goc.: tale, and it was oniy
a prelude to big Luviness.
That evening he tnok his wife to the
theater, a thing he had not done since
he stopped getting bill-boara tickets.
The theater cost a good two dollars, for
he got the very ties' seats in the second
balcony. and after the play nothing
would do for this man-atout-to-get-a-
pass but a supper at one of Young's res-
taurants, and that made another dollar
look extremely Ill.
Next morning Mr. Binkersley went
uptown, and he went in a cab. It was
expensive, as he well knew, but it could
be charged to capers' a eventually.
The passenger agent was in, but he
was busy.
—Cell him," said Mr. Binkersley with
an importance that he could not con-
ceal although he tried to, "tell him that
my cab is waiting for me outside and
that I'd like to see him at once. I have
been here twice before!"
'Ills had the desired effect. That is
to say, the boy delivered the message,
and in a moment Mr. Binkersley heard
a roar of laughter from the inner room
and said to himself: —He's in a good
humor."
A moment later the boy returned and
said with a defereace that seemed the
real thing to simple Mr. Binkersley:
"Come this way, sir."
Mr. Binkersley went that way and
was ushered into the presence of a white-
haired. bristly-bearded man who looked
more like a genial farmer than the man-
ager of a great business.
"Is Ms Mr. Binkersley?" seid Mr.
Gregory.
"Yes, sir," said Mr. Binkersley
"So you don't want a pass, don't you?"
said the passenger agent, carrying out
the spirit of the letter which the sub-
urbanite had written for Mr. Binkersley.
"Nn. sir," said Mr. Binkersley in a
puzzled tone.
"Then what did you come for?" said
Gregory.
"Why—er—why, I mean I want a pass
to Chicago and back, and in return I'll
tell people to take your road."
Mr. Gregory had pictured a different
sort of man from the one who stood be-
fore him and snme of the humor of the
letter seemed to leave it. He had evi-
dently been put up to writing it.
"Suppose," said he, "we gave every-
body in the country a pass to any place
ho asked for-on condition that he advised
his friends to buy tickets. How soon
rould we go into bankruptcy?"
"That would need some figuring.-
said Mr. Binkersley in such a simple
manner that Mr. Gregory took pity on
him and determined to give bm a pass.
"Well, look here, Mr. Bithersley,
hear that your cab is at the dour and
I don't want your coachman to catch
cold waiting for you. bet ! a.so w tat you
to understand that lam geueral
ger agent of this road and if I wa, ; to
give passes that is my own affair. a on
dared me to give you a pass and I am
going to take your dare. Here is an
order for a pass as far as Albany and
return. That will take at feast alz dol-
lars off your expenses. I'm accustomed
to having my own way and I insist t:pon
your accepting the I ass."
Mr. Binhersley was filled with mixed
emotions. He was disappw—ted daTthe
mileage of the pass, but he also wanted
to set himself right with this man and
he said:
"Well, thank you, air, but you misun-
derstood the letter. I meant all that in
.a Joke. The fact is a friend of mine
wrote it and I didn't quite see what he
was driving at. I wish I'd written it
myself because I wanted the pass all the
way to Chicago and back. The fact is
I am in a position to influence a good—"
The passenger agent had risen. "I'm
very glad to have had this opportunity
to see you, Mr. Binkersley, and I do hope
the driver hasn't caught cold. YOu will
exchange this order for a ticket to Al-
bany and return. If you need any more
passes write the letter yourself, as it will
be a safeguard. Good-day."
He heard a roar of laughter as he
passed from the porn of the passenger
agent.
"A very pleasant and jovial gentle-
" 1, :':r. LIttltersliy.
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney-at-Law
Roam 5 and, 6-Register Budding.








Will  practice in  all courts of Kea.
tucky.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.




Room No. 5, Paducah,
Coltunbia Bldg. Kentucky.
OLIVER, OLIVER & WOREGOS
LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New 'Phone 114. Old 'Phone 484





Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Builds
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
H. T. Rivers, M. D
OFFICE iao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES:
Residence 296 Office es*
DR. R. E. HEARNE
BROOK1i1LL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
t20 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8to 10 a. at., i to 3
p. at. and 7 to 9 p. m.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT





Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.




DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.) •






Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone As
PADVCAH, KENTUCKY.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed rinht op to date iii five Wm.















treADE DIMON I RV
Philadelphia Breaks Record in This
Kidnaping Case.
iPhiladelphia, Pa., June 20.---(This
city today brekie all records for speed
in settlifig piesuners 'by within
less dun on hour trying, convicting
- and sentencing to twenty years' soli-
tary conifineuestat ita the eastern peni-
tentiary Joe.' Joseph Kean, the ate
ductor of lit.'e Freddie Moth. To-
night Kean is already serving out
his sentience and Philadelphia—the
scene of the Charlie Ross outrage
many years .go, the boldest and
most mysteri ,us kidnaping case in
history—feels that a lasting object
lesson has Leen given kidnapers
who prey on .hie city's children.
From the t.:eie of Kean's arose
until he was el his way to the peni-
tentiary to be in sentence lees than
twenty-four ; iurs clasped. The
else
-had aroused t •e whole city, stirred
the officers or the law to quick ac-
tion and ithe ••'iftness with which
justice nuaree -ever been equaled
in this commie
WANTS 
WANTED—Posit ion by lady at
'office work. Thorough bookkeeper.
Address E. W. this office.
FOR RENT—a rooms. App.!,
- room 6 Yeascr building. Joe Gott,
heart.
FOR RENT—Nicioly furnished
-rooms. Front. Apply at 314 North
'Sixth ore*.
FOR RENT—malice upstair rooms.
No. it Broadway. Old phone 53 R.
-zod 2174.
-WANTED—Good' Cook at goo
North Fifth stPeet. Good wage,.
FOUND—An initial pin. Owner
may recover eare by.eaapplying at
this office. ,
WANTED—roc U. S. Army:
'able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good distracter and
temperate habits, who c;a1 speak, rood
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
_ 
SISTERS REUNITED
Had Not Seer. Each Other For Over
Fifty Years Until Yesterday.
Yesterdey Mes. Mary A. Donald-
son, of New Orleans, and bier sister,
Mrs. Jane Jones, of this city, reset for
the first time in fifty yews, anti
naturally it V4•26 gl reunion of joy
and happiness. It occured at the
home of Mr. Young Taylor, the
former councilmen and superintend-
ent of the dry docks, Where resides
Mrs. Jones, who is hi, aunt.
Donaldson left Paducah in
the 50',ea locating in New Orleans
whefe 9ift-/iel since lived. She has
besen at' Vicksharg, Ky., visiting, an-I
there learned that her sister, Mrs
Jones e-as alive, despite the fact she
thought the other dead years ago.
Mks. Donaldson and her daughter.
Mts. Mollie Kane, came here yes-
terday from Vicksburg. Tile termer
is 70 years old While Mils, loives is
-76 years.
COULD NOT GET EYES OPEN




-ening Miss Hari, 4ichols lay
down to take a %ins; inidi When she
awoke was mishle4a open her eyelids.
A physician was Called, and only suc-
ceeded in forcing the lids up after
several hour,, of hard work.'
A nervous trouble is supposed ta




Parties having claims against M.
11, Ingram, deceased, will please file















e Louisville, 4.9, falling.





'Davis Island Dam, 3.8, falling.
St. Louis, 18.6, falling.
Mt. Vernon, 9.7, falling.
Padlicah, 9.9, rising.
There get out for the Tennessee
river yesterday afternoon the steam-
er Clyde. She remains up that
stream until next abonday night.
The Dick Fowler gets away for
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back tonigle about ii.
The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville and comics back again
Blackberry Cordial
We have the genu-
ine article in 25C,
soc and $1 bots:ses.
R.W. W kLHER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.





The Bottorff; came in yestilley
from Clarlasville and left ineme4ate-
ly for Naahville.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river late tonight
and lays here until 5 o'clock Satur-
day afternoon before getting out on
her return that way.
The Peters Lee will pass op today
hound for Cincinnati from Memphis
The City of Saltillo will lay at St.
Louie until about Srday before
departing for this way; ess route to
the Terrneseree river. talt so dace
behind the Savanna .% she will
lay up a few days. The ,Savannah
is now up the Tennesiie river and




The newspaper list of living con-
federate congressmen continues to
grow. First came the announcement
that there were but three former
members of the confederate congress
alive. The number has sow grown to
thirteen, namely:
Hiram P. Bell ofil eorgia.
S. 'B. Callahan, Indian Territory.
J. A. P. Campbell of Mississippi.
A. S. Colyar of Tennessee,
S. H. Ford of Kentucky.
'John Goode of Virginia.
Joseph B. Headed of Tennessee.
'Henry C. Jones of Alabama
John M. Martin of Florida.
James L. Pugh of Alabama.
Roger A. Pryor of Virginia.
John P. Rails of Alabama.
W. H. Tibbs of North Carolina.
So here are a baker's dozen, with
Arkansas, South Carolina, Louisiana




Mr. Bulkey—I present telegraphic
remonials of sundry citizens to Hart-
ford and New Haven in the state of
connecticue remonstrating against
the adoption of a certain amendment
In the so-called railroad Tote bill to
prohibit the issuance of passes to rail-
444-t-t-Se44-H•1÷1-1•434-4++.164;
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF ".
4
a444-1-4-eleidee-e4-14ee+ai 4-1-e•
—Virginia, the little daughter of
Attorney J. S. Rose is quite ill 'with
fever at itheie home on Fifth and
Madison.
—The Academy of Medicine has
started 'holding its weekly meetings
in the vacant room at Carnegie li-
brary, permission having been grant-
-ed.
—Yesterday morning, near May-
field, Mrs. Lee Lewis and Mr. Ditilc
Seavis got into an argument regard-
ing their children, when. the latter
was shot through the hand by the
other, but not seriously injured.
—The echoes] trustees have decided
not to hold any more special meet-
ings to try and settle their contrr•o-
versy over the election of teacher:,
C evely-tatiti--go over until
the next regular session that is the
first Tuesday night in July. •
An Uncertain Stream.
A stranger who was making Ills
first visit to one of the popular sum-
tner resorts of the interior took a
stroll on the morning ..of his arrival
along the bank of the stream that ran
near the hotel. The first person he
encountered was an elderly resident,A
the neighborhood, who was sitting on
a log, busily occupied in fishing. He
stopped and entered into conversa-
tion with him.
"Good morning!" he said.
"Mornin', Cap'n1" responded the
old man.
"Is the fishing good "
"jist toler'ble, like. Sometimes it's
kind o' good, an' sometimes a ain't
wuth shucks."
"Catching anything?"
"Yeh. Ketched a few carp. Ain't
nuthin' else bitin' this mornin'."
"Is this a navigable river?"
'Is it what?"
"Navigable."
"No; this is the Kershaw river
"I mean is it deep enough for
boats?"
"Sure. Don't you see that skift
over there?"
"Yes, but can steamboats tirovel up
"Sure!"
"How big "
"Mister," said the old man, "oncet
or twicet a year the biggest ships
could come cavortin' right up this
river, an' the rest o' the year a
long-legged chicken could wade it
'thout gittin' his tail feathers damp."
—Youth's companion.
THE ORIGIN OF "SHOO FLY
DON'T BODDER ME."
"I fed, I feel, I feel.
I feel like a mornin' star;
I feel, I feel, I feel,
I feel like a rnornin' star:
Shoo fly, don't bocPder me, ehoo fly
don't bodeler me,
Shoo fly. don't besckler me, I blong
to Comp'ny G."
In the spring of 1869 T was tam-
bourine end man, song and dance
and light comedian, with D. C.
Rue's famous' carnival inineerefs. Me.
ing young, I didn't know any better.
In Norfolk. Va.. one night after th
chow, some of the bore including
myself, were invited to a "coon ball,"
to hear the "Shoo Fly" quails-Ole
We went. flint was the fleet time
any of us had ever heard of the novel
refrain. Our orchestra leader, Louis
Gusnpert, was along, and I margected
to him to dotdown the music. as I
thought it could make a great walk
aroma& Next day we sang it over
with Frank Girard. our stage man-
ager, and three nights later, in Lyn-
hburg, Va., we firriehed the show
with our new walk-around, "Shoo
Fly, Done/ Bodder Idle." As a min
steel hit it was a corker. So far at
T can learn, that's the floe time
"Shoo Fly" was ever heard by a
regular audience in 'sulk. It was
claimed and pdbeistred by several, I
believe. It certainly boosted the
fame of Delehantyt, Henglier, Dan
Bryant. Dave Reed and many more
minstrel sears of that period. I want
to set my old friend, Gc•I. T. Alston
Brower, right as ik• whom ehould
bear the blame of inflicting that dose
of coon song on the people. I admit
connivance with our leader in help-
ing to project the "Shoo Fly" thing,
in the spring time of 1869, but,
c is a prior c alittl, I shall be only
too glad to shift the crime to other,
shoulders than mine—Jerry J
Cohan, in Snot Lieght.
ask that the memorials lie on the
table.
While I am on my feet I desire
to say that this is the only expression
in regard to the rate regulation of
railways that I have received during




"Younis Parks says his financee,
Miss Millytins is only 30, but she's
4o if she's a day."
"Yes, but Parks is allowing her
ten off for cub." -
"Chancy is so poetical. When I
accepted him he said he felt like an
immigrant entering a new world."
"Well, he was like an immigrant."
"What do you mean?"
• Mrasn't he just landed?"—Lensis
ville Courier-Journal.
The Eton College Chror!sle ?—
Wises the opinion that lawn tennis
Is fit for 'tame curate?' only,
be cheerful, lund the habit, like all
other habits, grows with time and
use.
Whoever cultivates the_ cheerful
s. %WIT-Tina his reward-In-Rs own
of otherci—Lotaisville Herald.
perceives how much his cheerfulness
and good humor add to the happiness
—es
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Mr. L, le McCabe went to Louis-
ville yesterday,
Mir. Zeiler-ease of Noxaeater,
is-visiting 'his daughter, Mrs. Ray-
dolple of 1029 Ja.ckson street.
Mks. J. W. Pedley and twio daugh-
ters, Floy and Fannie, returned last
night from 'Ballard county where
they have been camping on
lakes.
Nliw‘1111.
• ' *.••-4 *----eeeeeelee
IKAII CHAUTAUQUA
e Park June 15-24, 1906
Program:
une I. 10:30—Jaunts to Haunts of British
8:30—Childr
9:30—Facts of S 
tics.
alism as Re- 
Poets, lirantwood and Ruskin...
sealed by Scieu e Dr. Krebs
1o:30—Health Lecture.
2—Oliver Twist....Mr. W. S. Bettis
4—Lecture Recital "Dr. Henry Van
Dyke" Miss Ilemenway
Mr. ,William Lewis has returned 7:30—Concert.
from/ visiting his parents in Jefferson-
virile, Ind,
Misses' Georgia and Susie Brandon
of. Benton, are visiting in the city.
Cdr. John Heath went to St. Louis
yietsterday.
Miss Miary 'Woodard, of
Tenn.. • •
Myrtle Ataison, on South
Mr. Charles Cox yesterday return-
ed from attending college at Ann
Arbor, Mich.
Mists Myrtle Lassay, Nvadison-
ville, is visiting Miss Sarah Weeks.
Rear Admiral J. S. V. Bleecker
and wife, of Boston, arrive tioday
from Nashville, Tenn., to visit their 
Mson, r. John S. Bleeceer, of t•he
Stone andi Webster propertiee.
iNlestoe Julia and Linda Brower, of
Mayfield, returned home yesterday
afiter visiting their sister, Mrs. Al-
ben Brakley.
'Mrs. Irvin S. Cobb and daughter,
of Nidw York, yesterday went to
Savannah, Ga., to spend the summer
with the formera parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Marcos Baker. They have been
here visiting Mks. Mlattie Cobb, of
Broadway.
Mr. J. C. Porter is
on business.
Miss Pauline Ealcer and brother,
Bethel, are visiting Mise Roxie Gill-
man at VVPn go, Ky.
Misses Marian _Riley and Mae
Hughes, of Buckets. Mice, are vieiting
their uncle, Photographer M L.
Riley.
Mr. Wilson l'iirryear has returned
from McKenzie, Tenn.. where he is
connected with the faculty of Mc-
Tyeire co/lege.
Miss Amelia McMican. of Kansas
City, is visiting aflre. George Rob-
ertson of South Third.
Mrs. G. R. Helsley and children of
Jackson, Teme. are visiting the form-
ers parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Ise-
man of South Sixth.
Mire. L. P. Roses', Sr., has gone to
Texas to reside with her daughter,
Mrs. Louis P. afollie. She was ac-
companied by her son, Mr. Laes-rence
Ravor. Jr., who has returned.
Mr. J. E. Dye, of the Buck Stove
and 'Range company of St. Louis, ar-
rived here from , yesterday Loaisville.
'Capt. S. Wl. Denny, the tie man,
arrived from EvansviHe yesterday.
Hon. M. D. Ferguson is berie from
IaGenter on business.
Mr. Cellus Roark has gone
tore Ill., to visit relatives.
General Manager John Bleecicer, of
fhe street car company, has returned
from Wasaville. Tenn.
Sheriff Nin W. Ogilvie has gone
le/Dawson for aresther sojourn and









Nobody contributes more largely
Pthe general good than one with
2 hearty sense of good humor.
Troubles disappear at his approach
and under the magic influence of his
9ontagious geniality cares and wor-
ries', which seemed so heavy, become
light as air ands mere cause of smiles.
One -with a sunny, hopeful, humor-
ous' nature is like a physician during
a plague.
It is not possible, of course, for
evereoody to be witty or   humorous
It it just as reasonable to counsel
people to be poets or to be beautiful
as to ur e them to be wits or hone
ceiets. Wits and humorists are born,
not made, end there is hardiy any-
thing mere melaneholy than the per-
son without any sense of humor or
a grain of will vainly striving to win
applause and dulling the edge of Pa-
tience.
Franklin said that no fools are so
troublesome as those who have wit
and those who with unseasonable
Lecture Wilt Demon-
in Liquid Air and
Telegraphy 




1c,:30—jaunts to Haunts of British
Poets, Rydal Mcoutit and Words-
worth  James H. Shaw
2—Ross Crane, Entertainer.
4—Lecture Recital "James Whit-
come Riley" ... Miss lIcinenway
7:30—Concert.
8a-Scientific Lecture, Radium 





 James H. Shan:
2—"A Man Among Men" 






8—Entertainment, Ross Crane, Car-
toonist,
Sunday, June 24.
2—Address "Lofty Peaks in Ameri: •
can Statesmanship" 
 Father G. T. Nagel 
7—Vespers.
7:*3o—Concert.
8—Address. .Rabbi Leo Manheirtimee
Individual season tickets can be
secured from the merchants at St.5o.
The same ticket at the gate will be
$2.00. By presenting this ticket at
the gate and so cents additional it
will be made transferable for any
or.e's use.
Children's tickets, 6 to 12, halt
price—under 6 free.
Single admissicn 25 cents.
Children 15 cents.
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building postpones, as it BLBACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT : :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, zoog TR/MBLK ST., PADUCA#, KY.
Before Trading Your
Old Bicycle in on
New One See:
WILLIAMS BICYCLIC°
Next to Kentucky Theatre on N orth Fifth street they can s are yot.
nioney, and' take your old wheel i exchange. WE WANT AN UN-
LIMITED' NUMBER OF SECOND HAND BICYCLES.
1
Remember this is the cheapest house in town on Bicyles and every-
thing for'bityeilles. Parts furnished for any make of wheel. Expert









for Sick am/ Injured Only.
mg SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD THOME Sew
NEW PEONS foe PAWCAH.KY-
COMING
EMERSON FLOATING PALACE
Presents "HUM DUMPTY" and the
"BLACK DWARF" at the river
FRIDAY, JUNE 22
of things
jests ineke 'light of serious and sac- good humor.
red things Our temperaanients
fj If, isie cane,* 441.444. 449.-4low rtf—us,-4414-0E---ewle4"-
goad humor by "lambent flashes" of ing. And good humor and
wit and the beautiful, gracious charm ness are largely habits.
of an Oliver Goldsmith or a Mark A cheerful frame of mind 
comes
Twain, it is nevertheless within the with a desire and determination 
to
power of all to take a cheerful view





IT IS the BEST
Coal for wagons at Elevator Both T elepihones 254.
Foot of
41! West Kentucky
Incorporated.
Coal Co.
